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Chapter One: Localism and Radio—Introduction and literature review 

Over the past century, reformers, regulators, scholars and practitioners of radio 

have argued about the role of radio in democratic society. A marked increase in 

ownership deregulation in the United States over the past three decades has intensified 

such discussions, with reformers arguing such regulation has impinged on radio’s ability 

to serve the public’s interests and needs—a goal outlined by the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) in early broadcasting history. While such reformers argue that the 

modern radio landscape is harmful to democratic society and culture, some regulators and 

radio practitioners argue, however, that deregulation of station ownership allows 

companies to remain competitive while providing listeners with better quality, diverse 

programming.  

 At the center of these debates has been radio’s ability to be a local medium, as 

outlined by the FCC in 1927. Many argue that deregulation has squashed local 

programming through various tactics such as voice-tracking technologies and limited 

playlists that are void of any local music—even if the station in question serves a region 

with a strong local music scene.  

 The purpose of this examination is to research how one station, the Current (89.3 

FM), has asserted itself as an alternative to the commercial stations reformers often 

decry. The Current, a public music station in the Twin Cities positions itself against 

commercial radio stations in several ways, one of which is through its promotion of, and 

identification with, the area’s vibrant music scene. The aim of this paper is to examine 

the complexities that stem from incorporating local music into a station’s playlist and 
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promotional activities, as well as to explore the role of the station in the larger Twin 

Cities’ cultural framework. 

 As Denzin and Lincoln (1998) noted, qualitative scholars’ research is shaped by 

the positionality of the researcher him or herself, including but not limited to “his or her 

personal history, biography, gender, social class, race and ethnicity” (p. 4). Due to the 

positionality of the researcher, Morley and Silverstone (1991) stress that “self-

consciousness (or reflexivity) is needed regarding the inevitable partiality of any analysis" 

(p. 154, emphasis theirs). Given this, it is necessary to reveal my own positionality and 

connection to the subject of this study, as I have lived in the Twin Cities for almost five 

years, and have had vested interest in the cultural health of the area as both a consumer 

and citizen. In addition to having been a consistent listener of the Current since my move 

to the area, I am also familiar with, and a fan of, local music, as I have personal 

connections with many local bands that have been promoted by the Current. That said, 

my aim as a critical scholar is to maintain objectivity through the course of my 

examination of the station and its role in local music. 

Radio’s Shift from Public to Commercial Interest 

Scholars studying radio broadcasting in the United States have documented  a 

marked shift from stations serving the public to being profit –driven enterprises owned by 

media giants since the earliest uses and regulation of the medium (Browne, 1988; Girard, 

1992; Hood, 2007; Hilliard & Keith, 2005; McChesney, 2005). Browne (1988) argues, in 

particular, that there has been a movement away from seeing the airwaves as a public 

good to being increasingly privatized (pp. 18-19). 
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In 1927, the United States Congress declared that radio stations must operate 

within the “public convenience, interest, or necessity,” with the intent of keeping radio 

stations within public domain (The Radio Act of 1927). Since this time, competition and 

commercialism have ruled radio in the United Sites (Girard, 1992, p. 1).  Such a trajectory 

has had what many believe are negative consequences that move radio from being a public 

medium to being one that serves corporate interests.  

Criticism of the medium extends as far back as 1946, when the FCC criticized 

licensed radio stations for a “lack of adequate local service and of the discussion of 

public affairs” (Lewis & Booth, 1989, p. 45). The race for stations to gain the largest 

audience possible led to bland programming as the advent of television brought new 

struggles to radio, mainly the loss of advertising revenues (Girard, 1992; Lewis & Booth, 

1989).  In response, stations started researching “the times and tastes that would appeal to 

advertisers” while their close relationship with record companies created the “playlist,” of 

music, “based on the charts…themselves based on sales” (Lewis & Booth, 1989, p. 48). 

Over the next half of the century, deregulation in radio station ownership led to fewer 

restrictions for commercial stations, resulting in stations that carry “less news and 

information programming, engaging in fewer local productions and concentrating on the 

bland music formats that seem guaranteed to attract advertisers” (Girard, 1992, p. 10).  

 The 1996 Telecommunications Act, in particular, brought further deregulation to 

ownership of radio stations, resulting in an increase in media conglomeration (Hood, 

2007). This came as a further blow to those who looked to radio stations as a key to 

providing communities with relevant local information and entertainment. After the 1996 

Telecommunications Act, further media consolidation lead to major media corporations 
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such as Clear Channel buying out greater numbers of radio stations, effectively 

stomping out the local “flavor” once represented by such stations in favor of 

prepackaged, pre-recorded “broadcasts.” Subsequent FCC moves in 2003 and 2007 

continued to whittle down ownership rules, aiding the concentration of media ownership 

among broadcast television, radio and newspapers, aiding in a further ignorance of local 

needs and desires, privileging commercial interests over public need and wants 

(Klinenberg, 2007; Stearns, 2010). 

Radio and Localism 

One of the major issues that scholars and media reformists argue has resulted 

from deregulation is the loss of locality in radio broadcasting (Hilliard & Keith, 2005; 

Hood, 2007; Klinenberg, 2007; McChesney, 2005). While these scholars argue that 

localism is no longer a guiding tenant in radio, it “is considered one of the oldest and 

most important organising (sic) tenets guiding the creation and regulation of American 

media,” (Kirkpatrick, 2006, p. 87).  For McChesney (2005), lack of locality in radio 

reflects a larger epidemic of corporately owned and run media failing democratic society. 

He states, “two areas that most thoroughly demonstrate the corruption and banality of the 

status quo: radio broadcasting and localism” (p. x).  

The Centrality of Localism to Radio 

Despite a shift away from localism, many argue that radio is rooted in locality 

(Browne, 1988; Fairchild, 2001; Hilliard & Keith, 2005; Hood, 2007; Kirkpatrick, 2006; 

Klinenberg, 2007; McChesney, 2005). Scholars such as Fairchild (2001) contend  that 

even the FCC has acknowledged that “the ‘concept of localism was part and parcel of 

broadcast regulation virtually since its inception’” (p. 93). While Browne (1988) 
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demonstrates how in the United States, unlike other nations, radio as a national medium 

evolved out of diverse local uses of the medium, Klinenberg (2007) argues that radio, 

from its conception, was guided by principles of “locality” and “diversity,” (p.19).  

Historically, localism can be traced back to the earliest radio amateurs, whose 

programs were forced to be local both in terms of geography and culture (Browne, 1988, 

pp.1-2). In the 1920’s, radio stations made attempts to profess their connection to the 

regions they served by incorporating the regions into their call letters or names and by 

announcing the cities in which they broadcast (ibid, p.11). As radio grew, however, many 

stations had lost their “local and regional character,” due in part to economics of the 

Great Depression, as well as a push to “elevate tastes of the nation,” and nationalism 

(ibid, pp. 3-4).  

Though many maintain that localism has always been an important tenant of 

broadcast in the United States, this claim has been contested by Kirkpatrick (2006) who 

argues that the earliest regulation of radio attempted to wipe out localism for the purposes 

of nation building and modernization.  He states, “the function of localism was not to 

preserve or recover pre-modern life, but to bring modernity to the local” (p. 89). After 

1934, he argues there was a “return to the local,” which he attributes to a number of 

factors rising out of the historical conditions of the New Deal era and Progressive-minded 

reform (ibid, p. 105). 

After this early period, radio retained (and in some cases, flourished due to) its 

local roots. When radio started incorporating national programming through the major 

networks, for instance, stations continued to broadcast local material “that dealt with and 

served the interests of local communities” (Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p. 2). The rise of 
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television in the 1950s meant a further revitilization of localism as much of the national 

programming moved to television. While Matelski (1995) argues that radio survived the 

rise of television in part because of a focus on local service (cited in Hood, 2007, p. 3). 

As this happened, many stations turned to music for their content—music chosen based 

on the interests of those in the community, reflecting a respect for locality. Hilliard and 

Keith (2005) argue “music was aimed at local interests and needs, with stations vying to 

determine and serve the music preferences of the demographics of their respective signal 

areas” (p. 3).  

Despite the radio industry flourishing in the 1940s-1970s—a flourish attributed by 

many to localism—critics argued that media consolidation has led to fewer and fewer 

stations producing and airing local programming (Hilliard & Keith, 2005; Hood, 2007; 

Klinenberg, 2007; McChesney, 2005). The relaxation of ownership rules starting with 

Jimmy Carter’s administration increasing through the Reagan years and accelerating with 

the 1996 Telecommunications Act and FCC actions in the 2000s, pushed localism out of 

radio broadcasting as “local needs and programming became secondary to profits” 

(Hilliard & Keith, 2005, pp. 4, 8; Hood, 2007), mirroring the larger shift of radio to a 

commercial-focused medium.   

What is ‘Localism?’ 

As Kirkpatrick (2006) demonstrates, talking about the “local” in terms of media 

production does not equate to one, solid tangible concept. Hilliard and Keith (2005) argue 

that “localism” has to be re-understood as a concept—that it is more useful to look at 

programming than radio as a medium itself. Localism, interestingly, is viewed by 

multiple scholars and media reformists  as not being “an end in itself,” though the way 
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that it has been, or may be, utilized varies. While Kirkpatrick (ibid), for one, argues that 

“localism was a tool that regulators used to achieve a nationalising (sic) goal,” (p. 89), 

Hilliard and Keith (2005) assert that localism should be utilized for “broader social 

objectives” (pp. 205-208). Browne (1988) also acknowledges that it is difficult to define 

“local” radio, arguing that one thing, “in theory” that can define “local stations” is a 

commitment to “public participation” (p. i). McChesney (2005) furthers the link between 

localism and public participation as he argues that not only is radio “the ideal local 

medium,” but that radio’s commitment to “public service” lies in its ability to “provide 

local content” (p. x).  

Inherent in modern discussions about media conglomeration and localism is 

globalism. Technology and open trade rules have now allowed media companies to 

spread their grasp not just across the country, but across the world. While technological 

changes within the industry, such as voice-tracking (the use of pre-recorded on-air 

banter) have allowed large media corporations to eliminate locally-made broadcasts, new 

devices and radio platforms such as MP3 players, satellite and internet radio have 

simultaneously challenged terrestrial radio broadcasting while further eliminating local 

content (Hood, 2007, p. 2). Klinenberg (2007) stressed the paradox of such technologies 

in that while they allow the listener greater variety and control of what they hear, they 

effectively cut the audience off of any sort of connection to their local environment. He 

cites the story of Walter Kirn, an author, who while listening to a variety of music genres 

from all over the world on satellite radio, drove unknowingly into a tornado. Such an 

instance illuminates the question of to role locality among new technologies (p. 85).  
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Hilliard and Keith (2005) posed the question, “is localized radio programming 

still of value in an increasingly globalized media culture,” to practitioners and scholars in 

radio and discovered that while respondents felt that though there are some elements, 

such as the “syndication of certain announcers and shows” in an entertainment context 

may be appropriate at times, having local programming is, in the words of professor and 

author Donna Halper, important “more so now than ever” (qt. in ibid, p. 15). Christopher 

Maxwell, a manager of a non-commercial station in Richmond, Virginia, echoed this 

sentiment, stressing, “we will still have geographically localized needs. Democracy 

happens at the precinct level” (qt. in ibid, p. 17).  

Listeners (and Citizens) Want Is Localism 

In questioning radio’s role in democracy and citizens’ lives, it worth noting that 

many people rely on media such as radio as a central source for news, information and 

entertainment. Klinenberg (2007) cites the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of 

International Information Programs’ data that the average American spends about eight 

hours of his or her day consuming media of some kind for news, information and 

entertainment, three of which are spent listening to radio (p. 12). According to a 2009 

study by Nielsen posted on Clear Channel’s website, “nearly four out of five Americans 

listen to radio everyday” (“How U.S. Adults Use Radio”). A even more recent study, 

“The State of News Media 2010,” states that “236 million Americans listened to at least 

some radio in an average week,” a figure that has remained steady for the past five years 

(The Project for Excellence in Journalism). 

Scholars argue, however, that despite the great numbers that listen to radio, most 

Americans across the political spectrum are unhappy with what they hear—and that 
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despite what some studies say, radio broadcasting is losing listeners as it fails to meet 

their needs. Albarran et al. (2007) examined the listening habits of young adults age 18-

24 and found that the results were dismal for “an industry that has a long history of 

cultivating young listeners” (p. 99). While the study found that not only did more than 

half (50.2%) of respondents “never listen to terrestrial radio” but that, out of a variety of 

music devices including MP3 players, satellite and internet radio, they also rated 

terrestrial radio last in terms of its “ability to provide them with entertainment” (p. 97). 

For others, such discontent has manifested itself in the form of media reform movements, 

“town hall” style meetings to discuss FCC policies, writing to government representatives 

and turning towards radio alternatives such as public, community and low-power FM 

(LPFM) stations (Hilliard and Keith, 2005; Klinenberg, 2007; McChesney, 2005).  

McChesney (2005) argues that most Americans want policies that bring localism 

back into radio broadcasting (p. xi). As Klinenberg (2007) and Hilliard and Keith (2005) 

have demonstrated, citizens spanning the entire political spectrum, from the very 

conservative to the very progressive, have joined in the fight for media reform, which 

encompasses not just radio, but virtually every mass communication medium that 

conglomerates have gobbled up. Klinenberg (2007) states:  

[Citizens] share one widespread conviction: that the distinctly local voices, 
personalities and sources of news and entertainment that used to animate radio, 
television, newspapers, and alternative weeklies have been crushed by an 
onslaught of cookie-cutter content. Media conglomerates, they believe, are 
estranging Americans everywhere from the sights, sounds, and cultural styles that 
once made their hometowns feel special, like home (p.15).  
 
This statement is supported by a variety of polls and studies as well. While a poll 

on Lou Dobbs Moneyline found that 80% of its audience (which is often characterized as 
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populist and politically conservative) said “too few corporations own too many media 

outlets,” while polls after the 2004 presidential election conducted by liberal political 

organizations MoveOn.org and True Majority found that their members ranked “media 

reform” second among their concerns (cited in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 201). Albarran et. al 

(2007) found that though young people tend to listen to radio less, respondents held  “a 

number of negative perceptions about radio” that could suggest why this is, including 

“too many commercial interruptions, too little variety in music, and too much industry 

consolidation so that all stations sound the same” (p. 99).  

Listeners care about the news radio broadcasts as well as the music. As Hilliard 

and Keith demonstrate (2005), “in addition to complaints about the lack of localism and 

diversity in news and public affairs, most listeners expressed increasing concern with the 

lack of localism and diversity in the choice of music” (p. 105). This statement is mirrored 

by a 1998 survey by Paragon Research found that:  

84% of listeners wanted stations to stop playing the same songs over and over 
75% of listeners wanted stations to play more than one or two songs from an 
album 
80% of listeners wanted to hear more than just the popular songs from an album 
54% of listeners wanted stations to play “new music” (cited in Hilliard & Keith, 
2005, p. 141).  
 
The Future of Music Coalition (FMC), which represents the “interests of 

recording artists and listeners,” found similar results in 2002: listeners want their DJs to 

have more control over programming, they want more new music, and more local music 

(reprinted in Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p.150, Klinenberg, 2007, p. 62).  

Radio for the People? 
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Ironically, while scholars and media reformists often point to radio’s role as 

being a medium which functions to serve the public, regulators of the medium in the past 

and present have had little interest in taking public opinion into account when it comes to 

regulatory practices. Instead, principles of quality, professionalism, and competition have 

trumped listener input, particularly with regard to how a station served its community. 

Licensing of stations in particular has not been open to citizen input. Listeners 

historically had little say in terms of how the broadcasting licenses in their community 

would be doled out (Browne, 1988, p. 13). It was not until 1967 when citizens were 

“granted legal standing to challenge licensing decisions” in their communities 

(Kirkpatrick, 2006, p. 103). In addition to citizens not having legal standing in licensing 

decisions, the FCC has been criticized for acting as a “rubber stamp,” privileging 

commercial stations while having lenient standards for “serving” the community, and 

enforcing such standards. While after 1960 stations had to demonstrate some sort of proof 

of service to the community (as opposed to just promising to do so), doing so could be as 

simple as broadcasting local advertisements (Browne 1988, pp. 12-13, 17-18). As the 

FCC became less interested in stations upholding concepts of locality and how stations 

served their listeners, the regulatory body became more interested in how to best censor 

and control “offensive” broadcasts (though it could also be argued that such measures 

are, in part, serving communities by insuring that the material broadcast is appropriate for 

its listeners) (Browne, 1988, p. 17). 

Over the 1990s and 2000s, the FCC continued to relax ownership rules, 

particularly through the Telecommunications Act of 1996, though not without citizen 

disagreement. To many, the inefficiency and lack of regard for public input came to a 
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head when, in 2003, the FCC, headed by President Bill Clinton-appointed conservative 

Michael Powell, considered further deregulation. A citizen-run media reform movement 

began to take action, and gained serious numbers. Throughout the United States, 

individuals and citizen groups joined the movement, with hundreds attending town hall 

style meetings, sometimes waiting hours to speak, even though Powell and the two 

Republicans on the five-member Commission, Kathleen Abernathy and Kevin Martin, 

refused to attend. Citizens also wrote over a million letters and emails to the FCC 

speaking out against deregulation, demanding that the Commission “deconcentrate” the 

media (Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 237-243, emphasis his).  

Though the two Democrats on the FCC, Jonathan Adelstein and Michael Copps, 

helped orchestrated the meetings and decried plans for further regulation, Powell, 

Abernathy, and Martin refused to listen to the reformers. Instead, they choose to listen to 

dubious findings by the very companies that would benefit from deregulation, rather than 

the hundreds of thousands of complaints from American citizens about the failure of such 

companies to utilize the airwaves to serve the people, not their bottom line (Klinenberg, 

2007, p. 228).  

The conundrum of effects of media conglomeration and its effects on society is 

further reflected in the role of (or lack thereof) media in decisions about deregulation—

not surprisingly, major media outlets ignored the reform movement. Likewise, those who 

work in the media industry were silenced from expressing dissent, for fear of losing their 

jobs, or being cost a promotion. As Klinenberg (2007) states, “not only had Big Media 

companies purposely kept Americans in the dark about the social and political stakes of 

media concentration; they had also established a ‘climate of fear’ among their employees, 
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making journalists, editors, and producers aware that critical coverage of consolidation 

would cost them their jobs” (p. 238). 

Perhaps more damaging to democratic society, however, is politicians’ lack of 

expressing resistance to media conglomeration as they depend directly on such media 

corporations for their election possibilities (though some have been large proponents of 

media regulation, such as Byron Dorgan, a senator in North Dakota, who has become “a 

leading voice in media reform” since the 2002 Minot disaster which will be discussed in 

detail later) (Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 83, 279). Even when government leaders do take a 

stand against deregulation, it is not without resistance, as with the Bush administration’s 

reaction to a Senate resolution to prevent the FCC from eliminating cross-ownership rules 

in 2007. According to Howard (2008), The Bush administration opposed the resolution 

and issued a statement that called the FCC’s “rules the product of ‘extensive public 

comment and consultation’ but failed to mention that only 1 percent of public comments 

supported the administration's position.” 

Localism Versus Quality Programming 

As previously suggested, a major point of contention in the regulation, 

specifically of ownership, of radio is seen by many as a struggle between commercial 

interests and public needs and wants. While many media reformists argue that 

consolidation weakens radio’s role in democracy, regulators and media companies claim 

that deregulation privileges free market principles that are needed for such companies to 

remain competitive and to provide communities with “quality programming.” Arguments 

that state deregulation results in better quality programming than what may be produced 

without such support privileges professionalism over principles of localism. Such claims 
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are made with the assumption that localism is equated with a lack of professionalism, 

an argument that people working in the industry have disputed (Hilliard & Keith, 2005).  

Central to discussions pitting professionalism and localism against each other is 

the larger question Hilliard and Keith (2005) ask: “Does locally produced programming 

serve local needs better than syndicated?” (p. 147). This question’s answer, however, 

varies depending who is answering it. Regulators, media corporations and organizations 

for deregulation, such as the National Association of Broadcasting (NAB)1, believe that 

syndicated programming equates to quality programming (Hilliard and Keith, 2005, p. 

146).  

This question of local and quality programming reaches back to the early 

regulation of radio, as Kirkpatrick (2006) demonstrates. Rather than romanticizing the 

locality in radio, early regulators saw it as “a pale shadow of what the medium should 

be,” and went as far to argue that “too much localism even threatened to kill off 

broadcasting altogether” (p. 89). In 1924, Herbert Hoover, then Commerce Secretary of 

the United States, saw locally-produced material as failing to serve “the broadcasting 

mission” as he believed that there was simply not enough interesting local material to fill 

the airwaves (qt. in ibid).  

While early regulators saw localism as threatening, they believed that 

professionally made, high-quality programming was the best way to serve “the 

broadcasting mission.” Kirkpatrick (2006) says, “far from valuing local diversity and 

idiosyncrasies, regulators never wavered in their belief that national-class standards of 

                                                
1 NAB is national trade organization that lobbies on behalf of radio and television broadcasters, with the mission 
statement that “NAB advances radio and television interests in legislative, regulatory and public affairs. Through 
advocacy, education and innovation, NAB enables broadcasters to best serve their communities, strengthen their 
businesses and seize new opportunities in the digital age” (National Association of Broadcasters). 
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professionalism and taste represented the highest and best use of the medium” (p. 89). 

Those in power (namely those regulating the airwaves and heads of broadcast companies) 

utilized “national-class discourses [that] privileged the growing translocal corporate 

economy with its values of efficiency, rationality and cosmopolitan cultural tastes” 

(Kirkpatrick, 2006, p. 89).  

While Kirkpatrick (2006) attests that the modern radio landscape resembles the 

earlier time period, it is also easy to compare this early conflict of professionalism and 

localism to current media reform discussions. While media reformists continually argue 

that deregulation privileges profit over the public’s needs, those for deregulation argue 

that competition2 is reliant on standards of professionalism, quality and efficiency. Those 

for deregulation say that the ownership rules are outdated for today’s rapidly changing, 

global world, and need to be lifted so that large media organizations can remain 

competitive. Copps acknowledged how pleas to efficiency supported consolidation in the 

1990’s as he stated that such regulatory action was based “on the premise that 

broadcasters need more flexibility to compete effectively” (qt. in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 

235). 

Those against regulations regarding localism in radio broadcasting maintain that 

not only are stations already adequately fulfilling their public service responsibilities, but 

that such restrictions would be a further burden to stations, diverting their resources from 

determining on their own how best to “serve the diverse needs of their communities.”  In 

                                                
2 It is worth noting that both reformers and large media companies utilize the term “competition” but in ways 

that suggest very different usages. While competition is consistently brought up by regulators and media corporations 
to justify deregulation, those against deregulation argue that the “competition” created by conglomeration only serves 
the largest, most powerful media organizations.  
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2008, the FCC proposed to increase localism requirements, in addition to their 2007 

plan to relax cross-ownership rules that “eliminated the ban on the common ownership of 

a local newspaper and broadcast television station in the same market, and replaced it 

with a more lenient rule that allows cross-ownership of newspaper and broadcast stations 

in some markets under certain conditions” (Localism; Stearns, 2010). Though radio was 

not implicated in this move, it is reflective of the larger, more current, environment of 

struggles between large media companies and localism. 

While NAB favored doing away with the “outdated” ownership restrictions, the 

association was adamant that the subsequent localism requirements were “a return to 

burdensome regulatory requirements on local stations under the guise of ‘localism.’” 

NAB maintained that such requirements were “unnecessary,” and argued that the “current 

economic crisis” and the “competition from cable, satellite and the internet” were all 

markers of a “dynamically competitive and diverse marketplace” in which localism 

regulation is not only unnecessary, but a “burden” (Localism).  

Most recently, in late March 2010, The Third Circuit U.S. Court Appeals lifted its 

stay (in which an application for a rule is delayed in order to determine the legality of it) 

on restrictions steaming from the FCC’s 2008 cross-ownership rules While media 

reformists decried the action, NAB was clearly elated, with NAB Executive Vice 

President Dennis Wharton stating, “we’re pleased that the court has taken an initial step 

that could lead to modest reform of outdated media ownership rules” (NAB Statement on 

Today’s Court Action Regarding Media Ownership). Not surprisingly, media reformists 

decried the move, labeling it a “blow to local journalism” (Stearns, 2010). 
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NAB has also responded to criticism from studies such as the aforementioned 

2002 FMC study, arguing that radio is “one of the least consolidated industries” and that 

not only do many people listen to radio, but they are “satisfied” by what they hear 

(Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p. 146). Given studies that argue the opposite, as well as claims 

from those who work at local stations that they have the ability to produce just as “high 

quality” of programming, the industry’s claims of the standard of their programming 

could be considered as quite dubious (ibid). Browne also found that stations tend to lack 

“station-wide commitment to community service,” and that they were often not willing to 

risk experimenting with different approaches, especially if such approaches may seem 

“unprofessional” (1988, p. 84). 

Though Hilliard and Keith (2005) found that among those they had talked to in 

preparing their study on localism in radio, there is agreement among on the importance of 

localism in radio, no agreement exists  regarding whether consolidation is the reason for 

the lack of localism (p. 15). Despite many media reformers and scholars who argue that 

there is a direct correlation between ownership consolidation and the death of localism in 

radio broadcasting, those for deregulation contend that such claims are false (Hilliard & 

Keith, 2005; Hood, 2007; Klinenberg, 2007; McChesney, 2005). Not that the FCC 

completely ignored concepts of localism during their 2003 decision—a “localism task-

force” was created, though not to question the relationship between localism and 

ownership (Klinenberg, 2007, p. 275).  

The Death of Localism 

As scholars and reformers have demonstrated, locality has disappeared from radio 

stations across the nation, with very real consequences. While Hood (2007) and Browne 
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(1988) argue that trends away from localism in radio means that stations are unable to 

adequately serve and reflect the interests of their listeners, others point to specific crises 

in which stations failed in their public service commitments. Such a shift away from 

localism in radio, scholars and reformists argue, is severely damaging to democratic 

society (Hilliard & Keith, 2005; Hood, 2007; Klinenberg, 2007; McChesney, 2005).  

Even though there is “a high desire among audiences for local information,” the 

trend towards outsourcing of “local news” has been cited as one of the main risks of 

consolidation (Hood, 2007, p. 1). In fact, current data estimates that more than 40 per 

cent of radio stations produce “news for stations outside their own market” (ibid). Lack 

of locality in news programming (and programming in general) increases the tendency of 

radio to ignore the needs of the community, the “local knowledge” of the area, and places 

the decision of what constitutes “news” and relevant programming in the hands of those 

outside the community. Such trends are exemplified in a recent format of radio called 

“JACK,” that relies exclusively on digital programming, wiping out local and live content 

and broadcasting all together (Hood, 2007, p. 281).  Despite these trends, however, Hood 

points out “most Americans remain rooted in their localities, not in national or 

international spheres” (ibid, p. 4).  

Such movement away from local material has concrete consequences, as scholars 

and media reformists have demonstrated the importance of local radio broadcasting to 

inform citizens of disasters such as blackouts, fires, hurricanes, or in the case of the 2002 

Minot, North Dakota, disaster, clouds of deadly ammonia (Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 1-4, 50, 

66-69). The Minot disaster in which a train derailed, spilling poisonous ammonia, in 

particular, proved to be a clear example of the need for local radio. With all six “local” 
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radio stations, owned by Clear Channel, piping in their programming, emergency 

workers were unable to reach anyone to broadcast the news. Disagreement remains over 

who was at fault in the incident, but the news was not broadcast—and one person died, 

while hundreds were hospitalized for wandering unknowingly into the deadly disaster site 

(Hood, 2007). Similarly, when Hurricane Isabel hit Henrico County, Virginia in 2003, the 

Clear Channel station in the area, WRVA, was unable to provide listeners with crucial 

information, due to a lack of personnel to cover the storm as well as lack of a “public 

service commitment to suspend its regular programming for the good of its listeners” 

(Klinenberg, 2007, p. 69).  

Not only do stations tend not to broadcast relevant local information, but Browne 

found that as far back as 1988 DJs often had little connection to their communities, nor 

understandings of their listeners. His conclusion was that local radio staff rarely has local 

roots, as well as being narrow in terms of their demographics (“typically urban, 

university-educated, non-ethnic minority and far more often male than female”), and 

suggests that such narrow identities of radio personalities can hinder understanding what 

sorts of coverage would be useful outside of communities such as their own (Browne, 

1988, pp. 82-83).  

In offering examples of corporate radio’s failure to respond to the needs of their 

communities in time of crisis, as well as the wide array of other criticisms against the 

modern radio landscape, scholars, reformers, and even regulators have argued that in 

squashing locality in radio, media conglomeration threatens democracy. The threat of 

deregulation in radio is clearly stated by Copps, in his statement against the FCC’s 2002 

intent to relax ownership rules, when he argued:  
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I don’t know of any issue before the Commission that is more fraught with 
serious consequences for the American people than the media ownership 
rules…at stake are old and honored values of localism, diversity, competition and 
the multiplicity of voice and choices that undergirds our American Democracy 
(qt. in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 235).  
 

Music, Culture, and Localism 

For local radio supporters, the Minot disaster is a clear example of what can 

happen when radio ceases to have local connections. It is one thing to argue that a radio 

station should broadcast a major disaster, however, it is another to argue that music 

broadcasts should be local as well. While many scholars and media reformists have 

linked the function of media and the spread of information to healthy democracy, 

upholding how locality can have a cultural function may be a bit trickier (Klinenberg, 

2007, p. 19). 

While the importance of “local” music may, at first glance, to have less relevance 

to a community than news, supporters of local ownership, from scholars to FCC 

commissioners, often lump in local music with local news, emphasizing the importance 

of such an aspect to broadcasting, both on a local and national level. They argue that in 

supporting more local and diverse music through radio broadcasting, such stations are 

playing a vital role in the creation and innovation of music culture (Hilliard & Keith, 

2005; Klinenberg, 2007).  

Democracy and culture are linked together in many discussions about 

deregulation. Copps for one, argues that the FCC must “rediscover our respect for core 

values of localism, diversity, and competition, we must protect and work to expand the 

multiplicity of voices and choices that support ideas and sustain our marketplace of 

American democracy and creativity,” indicating that the lack of localism in radio is not 
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just a political threat, but a culture one as well (qt. in Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 274-275). 

Having access to a flourishing music culture is seen as a right as, the aforementioned 

2002 study by the FMC argued that citizens are hurt by media consolidation in that it 

“deprives citizens opportunities to hear a wide range of music” (reprinted in Hilliard & 

Keith, 2005, p. 150). Beyond linking democracy to culture, listeners want more diversity 

and locality in the music they hear over the airwaves. Studies such as the FMC 2002 

study and the previously mentioned 1996 Paragon research study also demonstrate that 

radio listeners care about music, as well as the news, that is broadcast on radio stations.  

Implications of Deregulation 

Central to arguments about the lack of locality and diversity in music 

programming is the issue of media ownership—one that has been hotly contested, as well 

as upheld. The FMC has found that in every market, four firms control 70% or greater of 

the radio stations (cited in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 62). While the companies claim that 

deregulation has allowed for a flourishing of format types, in actuality, such “different” 

formats overlap greatly, with sometimes as many as 75% of the songs overlapping 

(Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p. 141). 

While the marketing of huge media conglomerates highlights their roles as 

“creative cultural entrepreneurs,” Klinenberg (2007) argues that their practices merely 

result in “cut[ting] costs, connection to the local” (p. 31). For Clear Channel, the 

company’s goal is not to create a richer cultural landscape, as Lowry Mays, past CEO of 

the company, acknowledged that they are “not in the business of providing news and 

information. We are not in the business of providing well-researched music. We are 

simply in the business of selling our customers’ products” (in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 63 ).  
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In comparing commercial radio to community radio, Fairchild (2001) has 

stressed how different business modes result in an inherent difference in how 

programmers perceive their audiences, a difference that is mirrored in Mays’ comment. 

Fairchild (ibid) argues that in basing a station’s on model with the main purpose of 

“attracting and serving advertisers,” ultimately “transform[s] audiences into a 

commodity” (p. 121).  

In viewing the listing public as a mere commodity, culture suffers as the 2002 

study by the FMC “concluded that ownership deregulation has harmed the public, the 

music played and musicians” (Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p. 144). Klinenberg (2007) furthers 

the connection between localism, democracy and culture when he argues that as large 

media companies move away from understanding and reflecting the localities in which 

they operate, they “compromise the quality of democratic politics and cultural life” (p. 

26).  

Scholars argue consolidation is aided by “standardization of broadcast content,” 

while local DJs were replaced by prerecorded DJs across the country using voice-tracking 

technology (Hilliard & Keith, 2005; Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 26, 29, 47). Klinenberg (2007) 

says “rather than offering homemade broadcasts done specially for the people and places 

they serve, companies like Clear Channel produce standardized national and regional 

shows that have the artificial flavor of local broadcasts” (p. 9). While large media stations 

argue that, in owning a greater number of stations, they are able to bring “big stars” to 

smaller markets that would not otherwise have access to such celebrity, as well as 

creating “higher quality programming, the tactics of such companies including the 
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homogenization of radio formats and elimination of local DJs does little other than 

“destroying the cultural environment” (Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 64-71).  

Lack of innovation and diversity in music is not the only concern that people have 

when discussing the effects of conglomeration—as seen with Clear Channels ban of 

“politically subversive,” “insensitive songs” after 9/11, corporate control of the airwaves 

threatens political speech in music as well, further marking a connection between 

democracy and cultural production (Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p. 11). While Clear Channels 

banned certain songs with anti-war messages, such as Nena’s “99 Luft Balloons” and 

John Lennon’s “Imagine,” the country group the Dixie Chicks were dropped from 

Cumulus stations (which owned 42 stations nationally at the time) as well as many Clear 

Channel stations after they publicly questioned the Iraq war and then-president George 

W. Bush (Hilliard & Keith, 2005, pp. 18, 143). Such practices make for an environment 

in which artists are afraid to express their political views, lest they have their music 

banded from a huge portion of the country’s airwaves (Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 75-75; 

Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p. 143). Staples (2003) argues that the post-9/11 censorship 

threatens not just artistic expression, but democracy itself as he states, “if the stations find 

the Dixie Chicks too challenging to tolerate, it’s easy to imagine them marginalizing 

genuinely controversial news and programming.”  

It is also important to recognize that the same media companies owning large 

numbers of  radio stations across the country are not just securing the airwaves over 

which music can be played—such companies also own parts of all of the fields of media, 

including newspapers, concert venues, and billboards which are key in the promotion of 

music and cultural activities as well. (Klinenberg, 2007, p. 60).  
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DJs, the Stars of the Local 

One of the clearest ways to witness the shift in radio resulting from ownership 

deregulation has been the shift of the on-air personality, the DJ. While Staples (2003) 

argues, “even 25 years ago, [independent radio] was as important to a civic landscape as 

city hall …the disc jockeys…embodied local radio to the public,” ownership 

consolidation has often replaced local DJs with ones halfway across the country, that 

serve multiple regions. Utilizing voice-tracking has lead to massive layoffs in the radio 

industry in order to “cut costs,” while one employee may now be the sole employee of 

eight different radio stations (Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 65-71; Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p. 

141). Those local DJs that remain are “figureheads who spin a narrow and mind-numbing 

list of songs that have been market-tested to death, leaving stations that sound the same 

from coast to coast” (Staples, 2003).  

The DJs’ connection to the local was deeper than merely being a voice that 

existed within the confines of the community—at one time, DJs had a hand in crafting 

playlists, widening the options of diversity, as well as providing a space to promote new 

or local music they liked. In creating their own playlists, championing music they liked, 

there was the option of propelling a new or local band to national standing (Klinenberg, 

2007, p. 41).  

Not only has the music played by conglomerate radio stations not been 

handpicked by those who work at such radio stations, up until 2003, the five largest 

record labels paid indirectly to have their music broadcast through “indies.” While that 

practice has since been declared illegal, Klinenberg (2007) found that in 2005 traditional 
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payola (in which the record companies pay directly for airplay) was “rampant” (pp. 72-

73).  

Consolidation has severely limited the role and influence of local DJs, and has 

interfered with the rise of new talent, as pointed out by Michael Guido, a music industry 

attorney. He states:  

In the early days of the music business, the record business, you could find a DJ 
in Cleveland…or in Buffalo, who would fall in love with a record, start playing it, 
people would react to it, and you could start a record off that way. It’s much more 
difficult to do now with two or three conglomerates controlling all the radio 
formats (qt. in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 75). 
 

Regional Flavors and the Growth of Culture 

Interestingly, even nationally successful musical acts argue against the practices 

of corporate radio, as payola hurts big and small musicians alike (Klinenberg, 2007, p. 

74).  Many artists, in fact, have spoken out against consolidation, arguing that it 

homogenizes music while it stifles free expression (qt. in Alpert, 1999). The control and 

homogenization that media conglomerates have over the music landscape results in 

“cultural damage,” by both preventing the rise of local acts to a national standing, and by 

squashing the rise of new styles of music, which local stations used to aid in (ibid, p. 75). 

Those who decry consolidation as harming culture see it as inherent to the process of 

mass-producing standardized playlists and DJ banter.  

Despite a more recent increase in media consolidation, lack of local music on the 

radio has apparent for sometime, and across the world, as reflected in Browne’s 1988 

cross-national study on radio localism. In it, Brown found that “there is little 

encouragement of local music on local radio,” supported by the fact that Prince did not 

receive local airplay in Minneapolis until he became known nationally (p. 82). Browne 
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concludes with the statement that “local radio also rarely serves as an outlet for the 

cultural manifestations of the community,” pointing to the playing of nationally popular 

music instead of local music as support for this claim (88). 

Even regions that have a thriving music scene cannot hear their own local music 

played on their airwaves, such is the case in Nashville, Tennessee (Klinenberg, 2007, p. 

263). Ginny Welsch, a longtime DJ in the city describes the case of radio in her 

community:  

Nashville radio is terrible for local bands, terrible. They’ve cut down how many 
records they play to like nothing. There’s nothing local about it (qt. in ibid).  
Welsch goes on to compare her experiences living in St. Louis, New York, 

Washington D.C. and Austin, arguing that the music, and culture in each area is vastly 

different. She says: 

None of these cities are alike at all, and yet the big radio companies decided that 
people’s tastes and sensibilities are the same in every single city. They’ve 
gentrified American radio, and we’ve lost the things that give texture and context 
and make it interesting” (qt. in ibid). 
 
Similarly, Tiff Merritt, a musician from Raleigh, North Carolina, despite having 

performed on the nationally-broadcast television show Late Night with David Letterman, 

and being labeled as a “major new artist” by Billboard, is not able to get play time on his 

area radio stations (Klinenberg, 2007, p. 275). Now, local musicians can rarely look to 

their own region’s airwaves to support their work. As Ann Chaitovitz, the national 

director for sound recordings for the American Federation of Television and Radio 

Artists (AFTRA) states, “consolidation of radio ownership has erected barriers making it 

nearly impossible for local artists to receive airplay on their local stations…creativity 

often develops locally, and with consolidated radio ownership, this creativity is prevented 
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from both receiving airplay where it is locally popular and from breaking out into 

broader markets” (qt. in Hilliard & Keith, ibid, p. 142). Such a situation creates a world 

in which, according to jazz musician Ellis Marsalis Jr., “many artists barely survive 

because they cannot garner radio airplay in major markets” (qt. in Hilliard & Keith, ibid, 

p. 142). 

It is not just that local music cultures suffer, however, as it is through the growth 

and support of these cultures that Klinenberg (2007) argues that what “starts local grows 

national,” pointing to the “youth oriented rock stations” of the 1960’s in San Francisco 

that “broke rock music,” while “introduc[ing] audience[s] to new culture, brokering 

between local and national” (pp. 24, 47).  Such stations simultaneously brought new 

music to their listeners while having a distinctly local voice that focused on the issues 

that affected their young listeners, providing a clear community bent (ibid, p. 40). The 

benefit of supporting local music extends beyond the region in which such musicians 

reside, as Staples (2003) states: 

The dangers posed by concentrated ownership go beyond news and censorship 
issues, to the heart of pop culture itself. By standardizing music and voices around 
the country, radio is slowly killing off local music cultures, along with diverse 
bodies of music that enriched the national popular culture. 
 

Alternative Radio Models—Saviors to Localism? 

Localism and the Future of Radio 

Scholars and reformers argue that locality in radio is dead—hence a need for 

regulation of corporate conglomeration, expansion of low-power, citizen-run radio 

stations and general discussion about the need for locality in radio (Hood, 2007; Hilliard 

and Keith, 2005; Klinenberg, 2007; McChesney, 2005; Staples, 2003). While media 
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companies often argue that consolidation is necessary given the struggle to keep 

audience due to new technologies such as satellite and online radio services, many argue 

that listeners turn away not because of competing technologies but because of 

homogenized programming and lack of connection to the local that these conglomerate-

owned stations now present (Klinenberg, 2007, p. 63). Albarran et al. (2007) say that 

radio has always “been challenged” by other technologies, pointing to television, eight-

tracks, cassette tapes and compact discs as examples of past “threats” to the domination 

of radio.  

While scholars have acknowledged that both satellite radio and the internet no 

doubt have some sort of influence on the future of radio broadcasting, what that influence 

will be, and how it will alleviate, or add to, some of the issues seen with the current 

broadcasting landscape remains to be seen (Hilliard & Keith 2005, pp. 179, 184; 

Klinenberg, 2007; McChesney, 2005). Scholars have recognized that while the internet 

does open options for increased local media, it cannot build such media “out of thin air” 

(McChesney, 2005, p. xi). 

While a 2008 Pew study showed that while there have been “steep declines” in 

radio news listenership (from 49% in 1998 to 35% in 2008), the study suggested that 

though Americans are turning to the internet for news, it has not replaced more traditional 

forms of media in terms of news gathering (only 5% turned to the internet for their sole 

news source). It was shown that Americans are more likely to utilize multiple forms of 

media for their news consumption as out of the 29% who found news online, 84% of 

those also found news from more traditional sources such as TV, radio or a newspaper 

(The Pew Research Center for the People & the Press). Interestingly, however, while 
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Albarran et al. (2007) demonstrated that young people are moving away from listening 

to terrestrial radio, in lieu of new alternatives, the study also showed that respondents 

ranked terrestrial radio the highest out of the technologies in its ability to provide them 

with “access to news and information,” which they suggest is due its greatest strength—

“its local presentation” (p. 97).  

At the same time, major media companies and organizations look to new 

technologies as both a competitor and a chance to expand their empires. Klinenberg 

(2007) points to how major media companies have gotten into the business of new radio 

technologies, such as Clear Channels investments in XM Satellite Radio (one of the top 

two satellite services in nation) and internet radio, suggesting that such mediums can just 

be one more way to amass their profit and power (pp. 84-85). New technologies did not 

appear to threaten Clear Channel when John Hogan, past CEO for the company’s radio 

division stated, “the internet and iPod are not challenges—they are business options for 

us” (qt. in McBride, 2005). At the same time, the NAB continuously argues for 

deregulation with the reasoning that broadcasters need to remain competitive in the 

changing global economy, while also stating that “advances in technology are giving 

broadcasters opportunities to find better, more innovative ways to deliver the high-quality 

content and services that local communities expect and deserve” (“Innovation in Radio”). 

According to Hilliard and Keith (2005), there are those who argue that “satellite 

and the internet” are merely adding to the effects of deregulation by further 

“homogenizing all radio content and eliminating local services,” (p. 170). In the face of 

technologies such as satellite radio and MP3s, Hilliard and Keith (2005) argue that it is 
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localism that will “save” radio, similar to how a turn to localism saved radio in the age 

of television (p. xii).  

Terrestrial Alternatives 

While criticism of the modern radio landscape focuses on commercial stations, it 

important to recognize the presence of non-commercial stations and how they may (or 

may not) fulfill principles of locality and serving the public. Such stations are 

significantly outnumbered, however, as approximately 10,000 radio stations in the United 

States operate under a commercial model, while only 2,500 radio stations that do not 

(Farrish). Non-commercial models vary but in general fall under the forms of community, 

low-power FM (LPFM) and public radio stations3 (Girard, 1992; Lewis & Booth, 1989). 

National Public Radio stations have in particular grown their audiences through the 

incorporation of local programming (Klinenberg, 2007). Community radio stations 

historically have relied on local programming and continue to do so, in order to build 

their stations and serve their listeners. LPFM stations have been another contender, 

specifically in bringing locality back to radio broadcasting (Hilliard & Keith, 2005, p. 

185).  

The FCC and Non-commercial Radio 

Perhaps not surprisingly, given the FCC’s privileging of professionalism and 

competition, the regulating body has had a spotty relationship with non-commercial 

radio. While in 1948 the FCC started granting licenses to low-power non-commercial 

radio stations, it was not “until the early 1970s that community groups in any number 

                                                
3 Pirate radio stations, particularly those which cropped up around the country in the 1970s and 1980s, may also be 
considered as an alternative to commercial radio stations, but as Browne demonstrates, they tend to be less rooted in 
localism due to their highly-individualistic bent so may be considered as irrelevant for this particular discussion (10). 
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began to apply for licenses, spurred by the general climate of social activism manifest 

in the United States at that time” (Browne ibid, p. 7). Such stations linked community to 

local, celebrating elements and history of the local culture (ibid, p. 10).  

Though community radio emerged as an alternative to commercial radio in the 

1940s, it wasn’t until 1967, with the Public Broadcasting Act, that the Corporation of 

Public Broadcasting (CPB) was created to develop public television and radio stations 

that would broadcast programs of “high quality, diversity, excellence and innovation” 

(Lewis & Booth, ibid, p. 47). The act was soon followed by the creation of National 

Public Radio (NPR) in 1970, to aid stations in the production of their programs (ibid). 

Some citizens have taken to low-power radio stations in order to maintain 

broadcasting connected to the communities within which they serve, such as Radio 

Mutiny in Pennsylvania. These stations, however, have been the target for FCC 

crackdowns, on the grounds that they cause interference for the larger commercial 

stations in such areas, interference which subsequent research has shown to be a non-

issue (Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 245-248, 255) A 1999 study by LPFM proponents found 

that interference caused by such stations was minimal, suggesting that there were other 

issues as to why groups such as the National Association of Broadcasters NAB and NPR 

were against them. As Alan Korn from the National Lawyers Guild (a legal firm that has 

acted in the interest of the public against the FCC and big media companies) suggests, 

“these results [from the 1999 study] confirm that the only interference NAB is really 

concerned about is interference with their monopoly over the radio dial” (qt. in 

Klinenberg, 2007, p. 255). 

  In 2000, the FCC ended up creating two new classes of low-powered non-
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commercial radio stations, limiting such stations to 10 or 100 watts of power, not the 

1,000 watts originally requested.  In a report issued by the FCC on the ruling, the purpose 

of the creation of such stations sounds similar to the 1927 ruling on radio broadcasting as 

they stated, “We believe that the LPFM service authorized in this proceeding will provide 

opportunities for new voices to be heard and will ensure that we fulfill our statutory 

obligation to authorize facilities in a manner that best serves the public interest” (Federal 

Communications Commission, 2000, p.2).  

 Such a ruling was not without criticism again from NAB and NPR who rallied 

against this move, NPR on the basis that they had to “protect their own incumbency” 

(Klinenberg, 2007, pp. 255-258). In part due to such pressure from NAB and NPR, in 

2000 Congress cut the number of allotted LPFM licenses, banning them in the top 50 

urban markets (ibid, pp. 259-260). 

Surviving Without Commercials 

One of the largest issues facing commercial alternatives is how to both fund and 

operate their stations. Community and public radio stations, though they may have 

unpredictable sources of funding, “their heavy reliance on listener support requires them 

to have strong ties with their communities” (Browne, 1988, pp. 85-86). While community 

radio is often thought of as being more “grass-roots” in terms of funding and operations, 

the creation of public radio took on a much more institutional set-up (perhaps due to the 

fact it was born out of a government organization). It is also worth noting that while 

community radio stations are typically run by volunteer community members who have 

little, if any, professional training in radio, public radio stations are staffed by radio 

professionals (Girard, 1992; Lewis & Booth, 1989).  
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The connection to the government proved to be both a blessing and a hindrance 

for public radio, specifically in the 1980s as it was a particularly harsh climate for public 

broadcasting, which lead to the loss of public funding and government support, 

prompting predictions of the death of public radio and television (Barnard, 2000). Lack 

of support from the Reagan administration made public radio stations more beholden to 

the NPR structure in securing what funding they could, while also being forced to come 

up with funds on their own (Lewis & Booth, 1989).  

In face of such struggles, public broadcasting turned to commercial tactics, such 

as utilizing “demographic surveys” to create audiences for advertisers and underwriting 

(Lewis & Booth, 1998).  As Lewis and Booth (1998) state, “among public broadcasters, 

the language of the market-place can be heard—programme (sic) product, targeting 

audiences, defining the market” (p.121). While both community and public radio stations 

have been forced to adopt such tactics to secure funding, public radio in particular has 

been criticized for how it has handled funding issues as the need for such stations to 

obtain specific funding goals led to a model that envisions listeners much in the same 

way commercial radio stations do. Clifford (1977) found that “NPR stations showed 

‘more concern for sizable budget than service to community, more attention to 

professionalism than participation of the public, more emphasis on the power of a 

station’s signal than responsiveness to community needs’” (cited in Lewis & Booth, 

1989, pp. 119-120). Though public radio has been praised in particular for its educational 

programs, it has also been criticized for being “middlebrow in nature and elitist in tone” 

(Barnard, 2000, p. 43). Public radio as an institution has also not been supportive of 
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smaller, independent radio stations, as previously mentioned with NPR opposing 

LPFM stations (ibid; Klinenberg, 2007). 

The Success of Public Radio 

Interestingly, as commercially owned and operated stations pushed listeners away 

with their homogenized content, National Public Radio benefited. Klinenberg (2007) 

suggests that NPR stations have been able to maintain, and grow, their audiences, in 

particular, through a return to the local. From 1996-2006, the number of NPR listeners 

doubled as such stations recognized that in “increasing their supply of live, locally 

oriented shows,” they were filling the gap left by Clear Channel and other media 

conglomerates (Klinenberg, 2007, p. 48). 

 Indeed, as NPR affiliate WBEZ-FM in Chicago recognized, the personal, local 

tradition of radio is not something that can be replaced by prepackaged playlists and pre-

recorded banter; instead, they were able to draw on something that resonated with their 

listeners, something that was “irreplaceable” and was rooted to locality (ibid, p. 49). 

Steve Edwards, a DJ on WBEZ-FM highlights the difference between public and 

commercial radio when he says: 

 When that voice piped in via satellite, when the same songs are played eighteen 
times a 

day, when the anchor doesn’t know how to pronounce certain towns in my state—
that’s offensive to me. They don’t appreciate me, don’t respect me. They don’t 
respect my family, my community (qt. in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 49).  
 

Twin Cities’ Radio  
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While the Twin Cities have not been spared entirely from the effects of 

deregulation, an examination of FM4 radio stations in the area shows that there is more 

diversity in ownership and a larger concentration of non-commercial radio stations than 

previously mentioned data has suggested. While Farrish suggests that only 25% of U.S. 

radio stations operate under a non-commercial model, 46% of the FM stations in the 

Twin Cities do. Out of 24 stations, eleven fall under a public, community, and/or listener 

supported model. 

Similarly, there is less concentration of ownership than the FMC estimate of four 

companies controlling 70% or more of the market (cited in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 62). In 

fact, the top five owners in the area control 63% of the market—and that includes 

Minnesota Public Radio, a non-commercial organization. Still, there is a major presence 

of larger media corporations on the airwaves in the area. While 54% of the market is 

controlled by organizations operating under a commercial model, Clear Channel, the 

giant that many media reformists decry, owns the largest number of radio stations in the 

Twin Cities—five. The remaining eight commercial radio stations are owned by four 

different companies—Citadel, CBS Radio, Hubbard Broadcasting and Northern Lights 

Broadcasting. Like Clear Channel, Citadel Broadcasting and CBS Radio are major media 

companies located outside of Minnesota which own stations and other media outlets 

across the nation (Citadel Media, CBS Radio). Hubbard Broadcasting, though started in 

St. Paul, is a television and radio broadcast company that also has stations across the 

country (Funding Universe). Northern Lights Broadcasting is a relatively new company, 

                                                
4 As the subject of study is a music station, the examination of the Twin Cities radio landscape has been limited to FM 
stations, as these stations are typically utilized for music broadcasting due to their superior sound quality, over AM 
radio.  
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a subsidiary of the Pohland family (who also owns the Twins baseball team) 

(PRNewswire).  

Table One: FM Radio Stations in the Twin Cities5 

Call Letters/Name Frequency Owner Format 

Non-Commercial    

Jazz 88 88.5 Minneapolis Public 

Schools 

Jazz 

KDXL 106.5 (alternates with 

Radio K) 

St. Louis Park High 

School 

Album-Oriented Rock 

Radio K 104.5, 106.5 

(Minneapolis) 

(alternates with KDXL), 

100.7 (St. Paul) and 770 

AM 

University of Minnesota College 

WMCN 91.7 Macalester College College 

KTIS 98.5 Northwestern College Religious 

Praise FM 95.3 Community Religious 

KMOJ, “The People’s 

Station” 

89.9 Community Community 

KFAI 90.3 (Minneapolis), 

106.7 (St. Paul) 

Community Community 

The Current 89.3 Minnesota Public Radio Rock 

KNOW 91.1 Minnesota Public Radio News 

KSJN 99.5 Minnesota Public Radio Classical 

Commercial    

                                                
5 For a list of sources consulted, please see “Sources Referenced” at the end of this examination. 
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Cities 97 97.1 Clear Channel Light Alternative 

KTLK 100.3 Clear Channel Conservative Talk 

KDWB 101.3 Clear Channel Top 40 

K102 102.1 Clear Channel Country 

KOOL 108 107.9 Clear Channel Oldies 

KQRS 92.5 Citadel Classic Rock 

93X Rocks 93.7 Citadel Hard Rock 

Love 105 105.1 Citadel Oldies 

Lite FM 102.9 CBS Radio Adult Contemporary 

Jack FM 104.1 CBS Radio Adult Hits 

KS95 94.5 Hubbard Broadcasting Top 40 

myTalk 107.1 Hubbard Broadcasting Women-oriented Talk 

96NOW 96.3 Northern Lights 

Broadcasting 

Top 40 

 

 Interestingly, while ownership, programming and formatting changes brought on 

the death of “Homegrown,” a local music show formerly on KQRS and later on Drive 

105 (now Love 105), Clear Channel-owned Cities 97 continues to broadcast “Minnesota 

Music” every Sunday at 10 pm (de Young, 2005; “Minnesota Music”). Not only does the 

show encourage local musicians to submit their material (as well as encouraging support 

of these musicians), the programming of the show consists of “all the music that can 

claim a tentacle to this town, no matter how left-of-the-dial, or top-of-the-charts” 

(“Minnesota Music”).   

Minnesota Public Radio (MPR), though non-commercial, is also a major owner of 

stations in the Twin Cities. Three radio stations, KNOW (91.1), KSJN (99.5) and the 
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Current (89.3), are broadcast from St. Paul, with frequencies throughout the state, in 

addition to having the capability to be streamed anywhere from the internet. The three 

stations are based on the public radio model—reliance on member support, underwriters 

and some government funding. 

MRP and its sister production company, American Public Media, make up a 

major public radio organization. MPR has a regional network of 39 stations across the 

Midwest and an estimated 900, 000 listeners a week—the “largest audience of any 

regional public radio network” (Minnesota Public Radio). American Public Media is “the 

nation’s second-largest producer and distributor of national public radio programs, 

reaching 15.9 million listeners nationwide each week” (Minnesota Public Radio).  Only 

National Public Radio reaches more listeners with its syndicated programming (Hall, 

2007). American Public Media programs such as Prairie Home Companion, The 

Splendid Table and Speaking of Faith are a major part of the cultural landscape in 

Minnesota, as much as MPR is as an institution (Hall, 2007; Diers, 2008).  

MPR has been expanding its holdings nationwide with a recent purchase of a 

formerly Christian station in Florida to turn it into a classical music station, and is 

considering a purchase a second out-of-state station in Washington D.C. to cover 

“government and politics” (Hall, 2007). While the organization has been criticized for its 

national expansion, investment in commercial enterprises and questionable financial 

practices of its executives, the success of MPR and the syndicated programming created 

by American Public Media both suggest that, as Bill Kling, president of MPR, states that 

the modern media landscape has pushed audiences toward their offerings and that “our 

audiences grow and we become increasingly important to our audiences” (qt. in Hall, 
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2007). MPR is then significant, not just for its success and positioning in the Twin 

Cities but also as it is the parent organization of the subject of this study, the Current, 

which will be discussed at length later in this examination.  

It is also worth noting that there are several non-commercial radio stations in the 

Twin Cities that offer some similar programming as the Current, and are often compared 

to the station, namely KFAI (90.3 and 106.5 FM) and Radio K (104.5, 106.5 and 100.7 

FM; 770 AM). KFAI functions under a traditional community radio station model. 

KFAI’s tagline, “radio without boundaries,” is reflective of its diverse programming and 

the audiences it serves (About KFAI). Like most community radio stations, KFAI is 

mostly staffed by non-professional volunteers. Through its syndicated and community-

created programs, KFAI broadcasts in 12 languages, and employs various programming 

types including news, music and talk radio (Ten Reasons). Radio K, on the other hand, is 

a typical college radio station run by college students (as opposed to professionals), 

“playing an eclectic variety of independent music both old and new” (Radio K).  

While these stations do offer some similar programming, as well as playing local 

artists, they are unlike in their accessibility. Radio K, though available through the metro 

area at 104.5 and in St. Paul at 100.7 FM, is only available on its Minneapolis 106.5 

frequency from 4:30 PM to 8 AM (Radio K). Despite the variations of frequencies, they 

are relatively weak. Likewise, KFAI’s two frequencies (90.3 in Minneapolis and 106.7 in 

St. Paul) has a reach of 900 Watts (About KFAI).  The Current, on the other hand, has 

multiple frequencies throughout the state (including frequencies in Austin, 

Collegeville/St. Cloud, Hinkley, Mankato, Minneapolis, Rochester, St. Paul and St. Peter) 
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with relatively strong frequency strengths (About the Current). It should be noted, 

however, that all three stations are streamed on the internet.   

 Finally, a notable station of the past in the area was REV 105, which the Current 

has often been compared to. REV 105 suffered a fate similar to many stations across the 

country after the 1996 Telecommunications Act. After ABC/Capital Cities/Disney 

purchased the station, it underwent formatting changes as Drive 105, prior to its most 

recent incarnation as Love 105 (after the frequency’s purchase by Citadel Broadcasting) 

(Diers, 1997). Known for its eclectic playlist and inclusion of local acts, the “death” of 

REV 105 was bemoaned by many fans of alternative rock in the Twin Cities area (Diers, 

1997; Hermes, 1997). Some see the Current as a reincarnation of some of REV 105’s 

legacy, complete with Mary Lucia, a former REV 105 DJ who now works at the Current 

(Bahn, 2010).  
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Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework and Methodologies  

When examining issues of locality and cultural creation, James Carey’s (1989) 

conception of “communication as culture” and Raymond Williams’ (1989) insistence that 

“culture is ordinary,” can be utilized to provide theoretical underpinnings for such 

discussions. 

James Carey’s (1989) major contribution to communication studies was his 

argument that communication is culture. In other words, that is through processes of 

communication that communities form, and maintain, society. Mass media, then, were 

key in the formation of culture, of all aspects of society ranging from art to politics. Such 

a preposition flies in the face of what Carey termed the “transmission view” of 

communication, which dominated the field of communication studies for the first part of 

the twentieth century. Carey argued that “our basic orientation to communication” lay in 

a view of “transmission,” in which “communication is a process whereby messages are 

transmitted and distributed in space for the control of distance and people” (ibid, p. 13).  

Carey argued that such a view was inadequate for describing the role of 

communication in society and looked to an older, more ancient, understanding of 

communication, which he labeled the “ritual view.” Carey argued that such a view “is 

directed not toward the extension of messages in space but toward the maintenance of 

society in time; not the act of imparting information but the representation of shared 

beliefs” (ibid, p. 15). To that end, Carey believed that communication was not a way to 

control people, but instead a process that “draws persons together in fellowship and 

community” (ibid, p. 15). The Chicago School proved to be a influence on Carey’s 

conception of the ritual view, as the group saw communication as being more than the 
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simple transmission of information; instead it was the process by which “culture is 

brought into existence, maintained in time and sedimented into institutions” (ibid, p. 

111). 

Beyond his understanding of the ritual view of communication, Carey was greatly 

influenced by the teachings of the Chicago School, and Harold Innis, a major 

communication scholar, who, according to Carey, elaborated and perfected the School’s 

theories (ibid).  

The Chicago School, a group of scholars in the early 20th century based at the University 

of Chicago’s Department of Sociology, was one of the first to utilize anthropological 

methods in studying urban sociology. The scholars in the group understood processes of 

communication and their subsequent effect on society in ways that are useful to consider 

when discussing the importance of communication on a local level, particularly in terms 

of how they viewed the shift from local forms of communication to national ones, in the 

form of the mass media.  

For the Chicago School, this shift had major, negative repercussions on society 

and democracy. The problem, to the Chicago School, was that while “the mass media 

brought the public into existence, they later threatened the possibility of public life and 

with it the possibility of rational discourse and enlightened public opinion” (ibid, p. 111). 

This problem harkens back to the current day discussions connecting media to 

democracy, specifically in terms of how media functions to inform (or not) the public. 

Dewey (1952), a major figure and founder of the Chicago School, argued that 

communication and community were intimately linked to democracy and argued that the 

“machine age” of Industrialization had effectively destroyed community while businesses 
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utilized communication to amuse the public while diverting their attention from 

politics and their role in democracy. Despite this trend, however, Dewey argued that 

“communication can alone create the great community,” which he saw as essential to 

saving democracy (p. 142).  

A major reason why the media was seen as such a threat to the very foundations 

of democratic society was that, in the move to create a nationalized media system, the 

very systems of culture that the mass media fostered underwent a fundamental change. 

Communication moved from being highly localized to being nationalized, spread over 

vast amounts of space, while the resulting effect was the creation of new understandings 

of being, classes and ways of thinking, a shift which is clearly reflected in Kirkpatrick’s 

(2006) argument that early radio was used for modernization and nation building. As 

Carey (1989) states: 

 There was a progressive shift form local and regional units to national and 
international 

ones…individuals were linked into larger units of social organization without the 
necessity of appealing to them through local and proximate structures. 
Communication within these local units became less critical for the operation of 
society and less relevant to the solution of personal problems. (p. 119).  
 
With the shift from local to national communication, media effectively created 

“knowledge industries,” through which thinking and the formation of culture was 

processed. Harold Innis, a Canadian scholar who had ties with the Chicago School, 

argued that instead of people creating their own meanings and understandings of the 

world, they begun to depend on the mass media to tell them what to think. He believed 

that different kinds of media resulted in “monopolies of knowledge” and argued that the 

increased speed, and distance that technologies utilized by newspapers and magazines 
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posed a threat to society, particularly in terms of who benefited from these changes. 

Innis (1952) states, “it is difficult to over-estimate the significance of technological 

change in communication or the position of monopolies built by those who systematically 

take advantage of it” (p. 108). Innis saw the ability of advertising, newspapers and 

magazines to control time as particularly threatening as he states, “their entrenched 

positions involved a continuous, systematic, ruthless destruction of permanence essential 

to cultural activity” (ibid, p. 15). 

 Carey (1989) summarizes Innis’ understanding of the detrimental effects of mass 

media in a way that reflects current day discussions regarding ownership and citizens as 

mere consumers of media. Carey states: 

The new media centralize and monopolize civic knowledge and, as importantly, 
the techniques of knowing. People become ‘consumers’ of communication as they 
become consumers of everything else…[in a world where mass media is] backed 
by corporate economic and political power, we reach a stage under the impulse of 
advanced communication at which there is simultaneously advancing knowledge 
and declining knowing. We keep waiting to be informed, to be educated, but lose 
the capacity to produce knowledge for ourselves in decentralized communities of 
understanding. (p. 129). 
 

Carey’s argument is reflected in the previously discussed comments by Clear 

Channel executives Mays, that their listeners are merely consumers of their products, and 

that the company has no responsibility to provide their listeners with sound information 

or cultural products (in Klinenberg, 2007, p. 63). 

Influenced by the Chicago School’s and Innis’ notion that forms of industrialized 

communication threatened society, Carey (1989) stressed that new forms of 

communications drastically altered peoples’ understanding of reality, and their cultures. 

The communication that people once relied on shifted from being highly local to being 
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seeped in the various mediums of mass media. Such a shift affects everyday culture as 

Carey states, “modern communications have drastically altered the ordinary terms of 

experience and consciousness, the ordinary structures of interest and feeling, the normal 

sense of being alive, of having a social relation” (p. 1). While Carey is quick to point out 

that shifts brought into place due to electronic communication are reflective of “an old 

story rather than a new one,” and that such a movement is neither “satanic or angelic,” it 

is worth noting how he argues that communication is central to one’s experience living as 

human being (ibid, p. 2).  

 While Carey provides an understanding of the role of communication in culture, 

Raymond Williams’ (1989) conception of common culture, that “culture is ordinary,” is 

particularly useful in arguing that culture forms on a local, not just national (or 

international) level (p. 5). For Williams, culture cannot be confined to the halls of 

prestigious schools and opera houses—in short, culture is not solely the dominion of the 

elite. Instead, culture comes out of the everyday activities of common people. Williams 

argues that culture is born out of the process of creating meanings, a process which is 

linked to every day activities. He states, “culture is ordinary: that is the first fact. Every 

human society has its own shape, its own purposes, its own meanings. Every human 

society expresses these, in institutions, and in arts and learning” (ibid, p. 4).  

 Many of Williams’ conceptions of how culture is created locally are reflected in 

current day discussions of media reform. What troubles Williams is how the structure of 

a classed society brings exclusion to such institutions, arts and learning. Such exclusion, 

he argues, prevents a “community’s self-realization” (ibid, p. 35). Such an argument can 

be extended to arguments that the takeover of cultural institutions and processes by media 
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corporations threatens the creation of local culture. Williams also understood the role 

of economics in culture as he argued that while the arts and creative processes are the 

dominion of common culture, they also exist in “a social organization which economic 

change clearly radically affects” (ibid, p. 7). Such a statement can be linked to the shifts 

in the music and radio industry, and how many argue that the shifting economics of the 

industry, particularly in terms of ownership and increased focus on profit, hurt local 

musicians, create bland programming and squash innovation in music.  

Williams reflects arguments media reformists have espoused relating to the 

consolidation of media ownership when he laments what may happen if the “present 

situation will continue…the bad elements in commercialism are quite certain to continue 

to flourish. Papers will go on being closed down. The effective control of what people see 

and hear and read will continue to be in very few hands” (ibid, p. 28).  The conception 

that “people who are interested in communications only as a way of controlling people, 

or making money out of them,” must change, Williams states (ibid, p. 29). Instead, it is 

essential that the process of cultural production is one that is open to all, that “the only 

absolute will be the keeping of the channels and institutions of communication clear, so 

that all may contribute, and be helped to contribute” (ibid, p. 38). Such a notion is clearly 

reflected in the idea that people within a community must be able to take part in the 

creation of culture, one way of which could be the support, and creation, of music on a 

local level.  

 It is worth noting that while Williams argues that, “communication is something 

that belongs to the whole society,” he does not believe that everyone in society must take 

part in, or reflect, the same ideas and meanings. In fact, he argues for “varied” 
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communication, that “has to be dispersed itself into many different and independent 

systems” (ibid, p. 29). He states, “there is some danger in conceiving of a common 

culture as a situation in which all people mean the same thing, value the same thing” 

(ibid, p. 37). Common culture is not about people conforming to one idea; it is about 

everyone having a hand in the participation of its formation. Such a concept is useful in 

the following examination as in making sweeping statements about “locality,” one must 

also recognize that the Current, as a radio station, is aimed at, and produced by, a specific 

segment of the population.  

 Interestingly, both Williams’ and the Chicago School’s warnings against the 

repercussions of shifts in culture production and control took place decades before the 

major deregulation rulings of the past twenty years. Despite this, their discussions are 

reflected clearly in many of the concerns scholars and reformists have about the current 

media landscape and are useful to keep in mind when examining the role of locality in the 

Current. Understanding the importance of communication in the creation of culture as 

Carey laid out is also key to understanding how media systems can play a role in cultural 

creation, particularly, as Williams argues, on a local level.  

In keeping these theoretical issues in mind, the examination of the Current and its 

connection to the Twin Cities’ local music scene6 was guided by the following research 

questions: 

 
1) To what extent is the Current “local” both in actuality and how it envisions 

itself?  

                                                
6 In discussing the Twin Cities’ “local music scene” it is worth noting that the music that is played and promoted by the 
Current is not inclusive of all of the music produced in the region, a point that will be returned to later in this 
examination. For purposes of ease, however, the phrases “local music scene” and “local music” will be utilized to 
describe the particular segment of Twin Cities’ music that is played by the station. 
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2) How does the Current’s relationship with the Twin Cities’ local music scene 
shape its programming and role in the area?  

 
3) How does the Current present itself as being “local”? 

 
4) How do the actual practices of the Current reflect its locality? 

 
5) How has the Current changed since its start five years ago? What forces have 

lead to these changes/shifts? Have these changes shifted the locality of the 
station? 

 
 

Other questions less directly related to locality, but useful in examining the role of 
The Current in the Twin Cities’ music scene included:   
 

6) How does the Current act as a point of resistance from mainstream, 
commercial music radio stations? How does it fail to do so? 

 
7) How do the practice of the Current reflect differences or similarities from 

mainstream, commercial music radio stations? 
 

 

 

Methodology 

For this examination, the Current was selected as the subject of an in depth case 

study to determine how locality plays out in a station that not only asserts itself as an 

“alternative” to most commercial radio stations, but also that identifies strongly with the 

local music scene of the Twin Cities. This unique positioning of the station provides an 

opportunity for examination into the role of locality in the modern day radio landscape—

a role that is contested among radio practitioners, reformists and scholars. Stake (1998) 

describes an instrumental case study as being useful when “a particular case is examined 

to provide insight into an issue or refinement of a theory” (p. 88). While it should be 
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pointed out that a case study is not necessarily generalizable to all radio stations, even 

public radio stations, utilizing such an approach may suggest larger implications for radio 

when it comes to locality in today’s increasingly globalized, and conglomerated, media 

landscape. 

In order to examine the Current’s relationship to the locality of the Twin Cities, a 

mixed methods approach was utilized consisting of interviewing those who work at the 

station, and an analysis of week-long programming sample of the station’s airplay and 

local media coverage of the Current. In combining interviews with quantitative methods 

(coding and categorizing) and qualitative methods (close readings and textual analysis), 

the study achieved triangulation, in which “different methods are employed for data 

gathering and analysis around a single object of study” (Jankowski & Wester, 1991, p. 

62). The benefit of triangulation, specifically in qualitative studies, lies in the assumption 

that in employing various methods, one achieves “more valid results,” as well as a “more 

encompassing perspective on specific analyses” (ibid, pp62-63). Fontana and Frey (1998) 

point out that triangulation is an particularly positive way to supplement interview data in 

order to “achieve broader and often better results” (p. 73). Such a methodological choice 

for this examination also allows for a more in-depth understanding of the processes of the 

station, how these processes are manifested in its actual production of airplay, discussion 

and promotion of local music and events, as well as how the station is perceived within 

the larger cultural context of the Twin Cities.  

As qualitative researchers are reliant on interpretation, which has been shaped by 

their positionality, Huberman and Miles (1998) assert that by being transparent about 

their methods, such researchers are able to have more sound results (p. 200). Huberman 
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and Miles (1998) argue that in utilizing qualitative methods there is the need “for an 

explanatory structure” and “a careful descriptive account for each particular 

configuration” (p. 182).  With that in mind, I have laid out the exact processes through 

which data has been obtained and the method through which I went about interpreting my 

findings. 

 In examining the data for this project, I interpreted the material in the way that 

Lindlof and Taylor (2002) suggest is necessary for qualitative analysis—organizing the 

data into “patterns, themes, concepts and propositions” (p. 210). I have also borrowed 

typical quantitative methods, including coding and categorizing to bolster my qualitative 

analysis as Lindlof and Taylor (2002) argue that “categorizing and coding are essential to 

making sense of qualitative data” (p. 214). 

 The first method of analysis employed was in soliciting interviews from people 

who worked at the station. As Lindlof and Taylor (2002) point out, interviews can be key 

to understanding the workings and components of an object of study, including 

“knowledge of a cultural scene,” and “ key features and processes of the scene” (p. 176). 

Jankowski and Wester (1991) also cite Zelditch (1970) in asserting that interviewing 

methods are the most “efficient and best form” for studying industries and organizations, 

though they also stress that in utilizing interviews in such instances, “there is often a 

discrepancy between reports of attitudes gained through interviews and observations of 

the behavior related to those attitudes” (pp. 60-61). The first person accounts then, allow 

for a greater understanding of the workings of the Current, as well as how those who 

work at the station perceive the station’s, and their personal, roles in the larger Twin 

Cities’ cultural framework. Out of eight employees (DJs and directors) initially 
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contacted, four fully responded and participated in the interviews. One interview was 

conducted in-person, while the other three responded to interview questions over e-mail, 

at the request of the interviewee. The interviews were conducted under compliance with 

IRB polices.  

In order to examine the programming of the Current, a week’s worth of 

programming was selected for sampling over the period of March 28 to April 5, 2010. 

This period of time was an “average” programming week as there were no member 

drives, special events or major programming changes. The only change in schedule was a 

DJ change (Mac Wilson, another Current DJ, filled in for Bill Deville during his normal 

11 p.m. to 1 a.m. shift on Tuesday, March 30), and given the fact that the switch was still 

internal (as opposed to the station bring in a special “guest” DJ), the change was deemed 

inconsequential to the study.  

As different times of day dictate different programming selections and decisions, 

each day a different two-hour listening period was examined. While the time periods 

were chosen fairly randomly, the sample was picked with the intention of providing a 

range of programming times, as well as including the two major listening periods for the 

station (the “drive times:” 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.) and a episode of The 

Local Show, the local music specialty show which airs from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. every 

Sunday evening. The times included in the sample also include a variety of DJs, which is 

important given how much of the programming (almost 70%) interviewees indicated they 

hand-pick.  

The music played was coded based on whether or not it was from a local act. 

Music that was coded as local included music from Twin Cities bands, as well as bands 
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that were from surrounding cities such as Duluth and Eau Claire, WI as the proximity 

of such regions often results in such bands identifying locally with the Twin Cities. 

Utilizing web searches, the non-local bands were coded by their state of origin, if they 

resided in the United States, or their country if they were outside of the U.S. In addition 

to the music, the banter of the DJ was examined, looking specifically for discussions on 

the music, various events and giveaways the station was promoting.  

Local media coverage of the Current was examined as well, to gain an 

understanding of the role of the radio station in the Twin Cities as indicated by other 

media sources. In analyzing such coverage, a close reading of each article was employed 

in which the relevance of the Current was noted, as well as if the station was discussed in 

relation to the local music scene. If it was, this connection (and its nature) was noted as 

well. Each article was coded if there was a connection between the local music scene and 

then categorized the connection based on the following options: airplay, album 

sales/promotion, promotion of local events featuring local bands, and local events not 

featuring local bands. Articles that did not relate the local music scene to the station were 

also categorized based on the content of the article under the categories “logistics,” “non-

local programming/airplay” and “other” (an example of an article falling in the “other” 

category would be an article in which Mark Wheat, a DJ at the Current, is interviewed to 

discuss the function of political songs (Goldberg, 2006)). 

The sources for such media coverage included the four major network local news 

stations, the public television station (TPT), and several major local publications—the 

two daily newspapers, The Star Tribune and The Pioneer Press; and three weeklies, The 

City Pages, The Onion (The specific section of the paper relevant to local news and 
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music is the A.V. Club, which has a site specific to the Twin Cities) and VitaMN7. To 

create a sampling of media coverage to analyze, a site search of “89.3 The Current” was 

employed on each media source’s website. It should be noted the material that was 

available through each source’s website may not be true reflection of the sources’ 

primary media coverage (for instance, the television website searches produced written 

articles, as opposed to video of broadcasts, and in some cases blog entries were included 

for the printed publication searches). It is also worth noting that reliance on the website’s 

internal search engines may affect the actual number of relevant articles that came up in 

searches.  

The television stations and The Pioneer Press had limited coverage of the station, 

thus the search results were examined for relevant articles (i.e. those which pertained to 

the station and not some other topic through which the search terms brought up). The 

final resulting sample from these media sources were as follows:  

Table Two: Local Media Sources 

Media Source Number of Articles Examined 

WCCO (CBS) 5 

KARE 11 (NBC) 4 

FOX 9 4 (3 of which were videos) 

KSTP (ABC) 0 

PBS/TPT 0 

The Pioneer Press 2 

                                                
7 Site searches for VitaMN resulted in no articles. Though dubious (perhaps the result of how their search engine 
performs), the material published in VitaMN is taken directly from its’ parent publication, The Star Tribune, so for the 
purpose of this examination, the sampling from The Star Tribune was seen as an appropriate replacement for VitaMN. 
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The City Pages and The Star Tribune8 searches resulted in significantly larger 

numbers of articles—81 and 66, respectively. Due to these large amounts, a random 

sample of articles (about one out of every ten, resulting in eight articles for The City 

Pages and seven for The Star Tribune) was selected for analysis. The Onion A.V. Club 

search resulted in 21 articles, with 16 of those relevant and accessible. Though a larger 

sample compared to the television stations and The Pioneer Press, all of the articles were 

examined, rather than selecting a random sample. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
8 The Star Tribune site search initially resulted in a small smattering of articles. After this initial search, a  
Google site search was performed resulting in the final number of articles indicated here.  
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Chapter Three: The Current as Ordinary 

In examining the Current as an in depth case study, two different, and possibly 

conflicting, strands emerged in terms of how the station both presented and understood its 

role in the Twin Cities’ music landscape. On one hand, practitioners, other local media 

sources and actual programming suggested that there is a strong local component to the 

station. In this first strand, the Current appeared to function within the larger Twin Cities’ 

culture, simultaneously reflecting and supporting the strong local music scene in the area. 

Here, the station and its DJs existed in a feedback loop with local musicians, fans, other 

local media sources, concert venues and record stores to create, together, a strong vibrant 

music scene. This strand also reflected a strong nostalgia of the past, both in terms of 

radio and the Twin Cities’ music scene itself. The strand reflected both Carey’s 

conception of communication as culture (mediated processes as cultural creation) and 

William’s notion of culture as ordinary (everyone having a part in cultural creation and 

production, which exists on a local level). 

 On the other hand, practitioners and programming reflected an adherence to 

certain professional norms in order to remain “successful,” in a top-down process of 

cultural support, suggesting that culture is not ordinary. Here the station, and those in 

charge of its programming, act as “tastemakers.” Within this framework, those who work 

at the station are “experts” charged with the task of informing listeners of “quality” music 

while maintaining strict levels of professionalism, in order to remain accessible to a large 

audience.  
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 In order to understand how these two strands play out, however, it is first 

necessary to understand the history and format of the station, as well as a brief overview 

of the station’s success. 

 

What is the Current 
 

The Current (89.3 FM) is a five-year-old music public radio station based in St. 

Paul, Minnesota. A subsidiary of MPR, the Current functions as a “member supported,” 

“non-commercial” radio station, but is run by paid professionals and DJs. While many 

public radio music stations tend towards classical or jazz music, the Current is one of the 

first in the nation that aims for a contemporary rock and roll format. The Current’s 

website describes its formatting to include “the best authentic new music alongside the 

music that inspired it, from local to legendary, indie to influential, new to nostalgic” 

(About the Current). As several interview respondents noted, the Current is unlike other 

stations, both in the Twin Cities and nationally. Kathy Kelley,9 a Current DJ, asserts that 

the station is “one of a kind” and describes the music format as “indie rock, LOCAL (sic) 

music and the favorites in alternative and classic rock.” Phil Tracy, another Current DJ, 

suggests that the programming of the station is based off of a balance between “Adult 

Album Alternative” (AAA) and college radio formats, while acting as an “alternative” to 

more mainstream formats. Particularly for the purpose of this examination, it is important 

to note that the station identifies with having a strong local presence and in playing a role 

in supporting local music. 

                                                
9 All interviewee’s names have been changed, in compliance with IRB regulations. 
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The Current came about after MPR purchased WCAL, a classical music station 

in Northfield, MN from St. Olaf College in 2004. Though not without criticism (many 

decried the move as a mere attempt to gain more control over the airwaves while 

“eliminating competition for donations”), the spokesperson for St. Olaf, Amy Gage, 

asserted that "the strong public radio legacy and public service tradition of Minnesota 

Public Radio was the best "fit" for carrying on the WCAL tradition," (qt. in Groeneveld, 

2004; Hall, 2007).  

Rather than adding another classical station to its roster, MPR sought to widen its 

listenership by creating a rock-based station.  In moving beyond the “baby-boomer 

audience” that gravitated to the “the network’s existing classical-music and news-and-

information formats,” MPR’s formatting choice was purposely made “to attract new, 

younger listeners” (Really Fresh Air).  The strategy worked as, according to Scott 

Gleason, one of station’s directors, the Current now has the youngest audience of any 

public radio station in the country, with a median age of 34, and over 50% of the 

audience falling between the ages of 25 and 44.10 The station also consistently surpasses 

similar formatted public radio stations, such as KEXP in Seattle, KCRW in Los Angeles 

and WXPN in Philadelphia, in ratings, with over 150,000 listeners tuning into the station 

each week. Listeners have also helped grow the other MPR stations, both in terms of 

being new converts to the news and classical stations, as well as aiding in a “46-percent 

increase” in contributions between 2005 and 2007 (Hall, 2007). 

Since its inception five years ago, the Current has expanded its reach across 

Minnesota with seven frequencies serving Austin, Collegeville/St. Cloud, Hinckley, 
                                                
10 In comparison to the Current’s demographics, KNOW, MPR’s news station, has a median age of 52, while other 
AAA stations range between the ages of 45 and 48 (Gleason). 
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Mankato, the Twin Cities, Rochester and St. Peter. The station also streams constantly 

at the Current’s website, http://www.thecurrent.org (About the Current). The Current has 

received critical praise, both by local publications and the public, for its programming 

and DJs, as it regularly wins “Best of” City Pages awards including: Best FM Radio 

Personality (David Campbell (2010), Mary Lucia (Readers’ Choice 2010), Mark Wheat 

(2009), Bill Deville (2007)), Best Radio Station (Readers’ Choice 2010, 2008), and Best 

Hip-Hop Program (for Redefinition Radio in 2007).  

A major component of the station is its website, thecurrent.org. The website 

allows people from all over the world to stream the station, with “345,000 page views 

each month” (Really Fresh Air). In addition to streaming the station, the website features 

a playlist of the day’s programming, as well as links to Amazon.com to purchase featured 

songs, music blogs by Current staff, archived in-studio performances and specialty 

programs, the station’s “song catalog,” information about upcoming Current-sponsored 

concerts and events, and options for listener participation. The Current’s website will be 

discussed further in this discussion as it plays a role in the station’s support of local 

music.  

Given the Current’s unique positioning in terms of both programming and the 

public radio financial model, its success is particularly intriguing, as it suggests that there 

is something the station is doing that, as Kelley suggests, gets listeners “jazzed enough to 

support it with their hard earned bucks.”  

The Current as Ordinary: “An Amazing Relationship We Have All Kind of 
Fostered Together” 
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 One of the most telling ways in which the Current establishes itself as part of 

the larger music community in the Twin Cities is through its reflection of locality—both 

in terms of how practitioners of the station and local media sources reflect the station’s 

role in the region, as well as in the actual programming. It seems apparent that those who 

work at the station see the Current as one part of the larger Twin Cities cultural 

framework, as Gleason notes, “I hope [the station’s connection with the local music 

scene] is a positive, cyclical relationship, building and feeding off of itself.” 

The Regional Flavor of the Twin Cities: A “tremendously strong, healthy arts 

community” 

 Central to the station’s ability to play local music is the fact that the Twin Cities 

has a strong music scene—currently and historically. In addition to having high levels of 

production of local music, the area also has a receptive and supportive audience that is 

interested in local acts. Both elements, according to the interviewees, allow the station to 

play local music and have such a positive, strong connection with the local music scene. 

As interviewees continuously offered, the Twin Cities provides the station with an 

environment that is particularly favorable for such a format to succeed, both on a 

production level (local musicians) and on a supportive level (audiences, venues, local 

publications, record shops, Minnesota Public Radio and government policies).  

 When discussing the Current’s connection to the Twin Cities, interviewees 

repeatedly described the area as being one that supports music and cultural production 

and consumption. Historically and institutionally, the Twin Cities have a “tremendously 

strong, healthy arts community; one of the most vibrant in America, not just in popular 

music but in classical music, theater, dance, and of course, its art and art gallery offerings 
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through the Walker, Weisman, and myriad of smaller galleries” (Tracy). JG Everest, 

one of the guests on The Local Show11 examined for this study also acknowledged the 

unique character of the Twin Cities in terms of music and culture, highlighting how great 

it is to work with so many people and to be able to build up a “history” of shared culture 

(March 28, 2010).    

Institutional elements like the structure of MPR and state government support 

have also aided in both the culture of the area and the station itself. Chad Johnson, 

another Current DJ, points out that the Legacy Amendment12 is a key piece in the 

cultivation of a strong appreciation, and creation, of music and other art forms. The 

station’s place in the MPR family clearly benefits the station, as well as the fact that the 

region is known to be very supportive of public radio (Kelley). In being able to benefit 

from MPR’s resources, the station’s news and weather feed is provided by the “news” 

branch of MPR, while on Thursdays, Marianne Combes, an arts reporter for MPR joins 

Seel and Riley in the studio to give listeners a run-down of various cultural events taking 

place in the area over the weekend (March 29, 2010; April 1, 2010). Wheat also directs 

listeners to the MPR art blog to learn about a CSA-style art project that has recently 

started in the Twin Cities, to invest in “community-supported art” (April 5, 2010).  

There is also a deeper sense of camaraderie and shared experience when Gleason 

suggests that the relative isolation of the area in relation to other major metropolitan areas 

has been a primary factor in the creation of such a strong music scene. The cold winters 

in Minnesota further prevent major national and international acts from including the area 

                                                
11 The Local Show is a local music specialty program on the Current that airs from 6 to 8 p.m. every Sunday evening. 
12 Minnesota voters passed the Legacy Amendment in fall of 2008 for the purposes of funding environmental and arts 
and culture projects (Mador, 2009).  
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in their tour stops for half the year, provoking Gleason to immediately answer, “cold 

weather and beer,” to the top two reasons for the Twin Cities’ strong local music scene.  

To Gleason, the station is a much needed element to complement the already 

strong art community—one that is often missing in areas. Tracy also believed that the 

supportive arts community of the Twin Cities further created an audience that “were 

already hungry to be stimulated radio-wise in ways our community has always done in all 

the other ways.” According to Gleason, there are many elements that go into a strong 

support system for a local music scene, including “good clubs, good active press, great 

retail like small record stores, fans…radio is usually the one thing that is glaringly 

missing.” Radio, though, is the key to support, as he states, “as good as it is to have press, 

you can’t hear a record review.”  

The examination of programming, media coverage and interviews suggested that, 

while the Current provides a “missing piece” of the “puzzle,” it works with the other 

“pieces” to continually foster the music and cultural landscape of the Twin Cities. 

Johnson states, “the venues, musicians, and other media have been amazingly supportive 

of our efforts to help foster the scene,” indicating that not only is the station part of a 

larger community, but that it relies on the support of the community for its success. Tracy 

concludes that in duplicating the station, one “very” important element is that the region 

in which the station resides “has a very strong musical life of its own,” suggesting that, 

without the strong musical community of the Twin Cities, the Current would not be 

nearly as successful as it is. 

The Current and Local Musicians: The Current as a “god send and a miracle for 

Minneapolis” 
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The interviewees all agreed that the inclusion of local music in their playlists 

and support of the local scene by the station is a key component to the station’s identity 

and success. This support is apparent in the way that the station positions itself, both in 

how the banter of the DJs is conducted and the songs that are played and events that are 

promoted. The connection to the local is clear in Kelley’s statement, “We always tell our 

listeners [that] by supporting MPR, you’re supporting the local music scene.” Tracy 

confirms, “We’ve… striven since the first hour on air back in 2005, to play at least one 

local song an hour, around the clock.” This goal was certainly mirrored in the choice of 

the station’s first song aired—Atmosphere’s “Shhh,” “a locally recorded hip-hop track 

touting the benefits of Minnesota living” (Scholtes).  

The acknowledgement of the strength of the Twin Cities’ music scene was 

apparent from the outset. Tracy outlines the three goals the Current had from the 

beginning—to “fill a void that existed in Twin Cities radio—a station that would appeal 

to a market that was very hungry for interesting, new, and diverse music,” “to bolster a 

playlist with music that reflected its “roots and influences,” and finally, (and most 

important to this discussion), to incorporate a “significant local component to our 

playlist.” Johnson also states that the station “grew out of the scene organically…the 

community had produced enough successful artists already that we could include them 

seamlessly into our daily programming.”  

The results of the week-long program analysis conducted for this thesis suggest 

that these statements are, in fact, true. As indicated in the following chart, with the 

exception of one hour during DJ Barb Abney’s March 31 playlist [after which she 

followed up with an unprecedented five local song inclusion in a half hour and would, 
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after the two hour sample, play a “My Three Song Set” (a feature in which a listener 

picks three songs they would like to hear) that consisted of all local music], DJs played at 

least one, and usually more, local song per hour (March 31, 2010). The actual percentage 

of local music played during the sample was actually more than Johnson’s estimate 

(10%), even without the inclusion of data from The Local Show. Across the entire 

sample, local music accounted for at least 10 % of the music played. In fact, the average 

for the sample was 16%, with the majority of sample times playing between 16% and 

22% local music.  
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Table Three: Local  Music Programming Analysis 

Programming Sample Number of Local Songs/Total 

Songs Played 

Percentage of Local Songs 

Sunday, March 28  

6 p.m.-8 p.m. 

“The Local Show” 

DJ: David Campbell 

20 out of 20* 

*The Local Show only plays local 

music 

100% 

Monday, March 29 

4 p.m.-6 p.m. 

“Evening Drive Time” 

DJ: Mary Lucia 

5 out of 31 16% 

Tuesday, March 30 

11 p.m.-1 a.m. 

DJ: Mac Wilson (in for Bill Deville) 

5 out of 30 17% 

Wednesday, March 31 

10 a.m.-12 p.m. 

DJ: Barb Abney 

5 out of 31 16% 

Thursday, April 1 

7 a.m.-9 a.m. 

“Morning Drive Time” 

DJs: Jill Riley & Steve Seel 

5 out of 23 22% 

Saturday, April 3 

1 a.m.-3 a.m. 

DJs: David Campbell (1-2) & David 

Safer (2-3) 

5 out of 29 17% 

Monday, April 5 

8 p.m.-10 p.m. 

DJ: Mark Wheat 

3 out of 28 11% 

TOTAL: 

Including Local Show data: 

Without Local Show data: 

 

48 out of 192 

28 out of 172 

 

25% 

16% 

 

The Local Show program was unlike other periods of programming in that its 

focus is entirely on local music and that the amount of music played was cut down in 

favor of on-air interviews with local musicians. While fewer songs were played during 
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these times (20, as compared to the other times ranging from 28-3113), the banter 

highlighted different aspects of the local music scene while promoting various local 

shows and album releases. Almost every song played would be accompanied by a 

discussion of the artist’s upcoming show, during which other local bands on the bill 

would also be announced.  

In addition to the programming analysis reflecting a strong inclusion of local 

music, those interviewed often discussed how the programming of the Current is shaped 

by the strength and synergy of the local scene. Tracy refers to the music scene as 

“tremendously diverse and surprisingly integrated,” two elements that the station 

“strive[s] to reflect” in its programming. Again, he sees the Current as playing a role in 

shaping the unique Twin Cities music scene as he states: 

At the Current, we aim to both reflect the synergy that’s always existed here and 
build on it as well. If we can serve as a kind of “hub” for the kaleidoscope of 
independent music in Minnesota, we’re doing our job.  
 
While Gleason acknowledged that the music played on the Current is not 

representative of all genres of local music in the area, the synergy suggested by Tracy is 

also apparent in the banter between Campbell and his guests on The Local Show. Everest 

discussed his involvement for the past 18 years with various bands and people in the local 

scene, suggesting a deep history and collaboration among musicians in the Twin Cities. 

While Campbell, the host, offers that Everest has “been in a ton of great bands,” he steers 

the conversation towards Everest’s “other projects,” including Making Music, a program 

he started at the Whole Music Club14 at University of Minnesota-Twin Cities. Their 

                                                
13 With the exception of the “Early Morning Drive Time” sample, which aired 23 songs, which may be considered 
normal as this time is typically more “talk” oriented in its programming. 
14 The Whole Music Club is a performance venue located in the University’s Coffman Memorial Union. 
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discussion about Making Music further highlights the connection between area 

musicians and their fans—each event revolves around a musical guest who talks with 

Everest and the audience about their work as an artist, their backgrounds, “how songs and 

artists evolve,” and “how people make the decision to be an artist” (March 28, 2010). 

This subject is then followed by a discussion about Everest’s work creating scores for a 

modern dance studio in the area, further suggesting the synergy among the cultural life of 

the Twin Cities. The second hour of The Local Show featured Martin Dosh, and included 

more discussion about his involvement with various local bands, continuing the theme of 

the Twin Cities as having an integrated music scene with a long history. 

While the music highlighted on the show was also more eclectic than the range of 

“normal” programming, suggesting a more “community radio” feel, it did appear to 

represent the diversity of the local music scene. There was more genre variation, from 

metal (Zebulon Pike) to ambient music (Blackfish), to hip-hop (Big Trouble), doo wop 

(The Goddamn Doo Wop Band (referred on-air as the “Goshdarn Doo Wop Band”), and 

instrumental (Dosh).  

There was also a significant amount of variation between the local music played 

during the non-Local Show periods of programming. Out of the 28 local songs played15 

during this time, two songs received two plays (Dessa’s “The Chaconne,” and Birthday 

Suit’s “Lost Weekends”), while one received three plays (Free Energy’s “Bang Pop”). In 

addition to the repeated songs, three acts had two of their songs played (Roma di Luna’s 

“Lonely Hearts” and “I Will” (though it should be noted that their first play of the sample 

                                                
15 It should be noted that the 28 “songs” played in the sample refers to the instances in which a song by a local artist 
was played, and is not a measure of individual songs played as it does not take into account when songs have been 
played multiple times during the sample. 
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was during The Local Show), Brother Ali’s “Truth Is” and “Us,” and Retribution 

Gospel Choir’s “Hide It Away” and “Your Bird”). Such a sampling indicates that 15 out 

of 28 local songs were not repeated in any fashion, be it by song itself or musician, 

resulting in over half of the total local music played outside of The Local Show, or 54% 

of the data. To what extent the diversity of the songs reflects the actual diversity of the 

local music in the area, however, is questionable, particularly because there was not 

nearly as much genre variation as during The Local Show. During the “normal” 

programming times, songs feel under the broader genres of rock or hip-hop. 

Interestingly, the high amount of repetition of the Free Energy song brings up a 

question of what is considered “local” in the Twin Cities, as half of the band is from the 

area, and previously played in Hockey Night, a past popular Twin Cities band, but the 

band itself now resides in Philadelphia. It appears as though the station still conceives of 

the band as having a significant local connection, as Abney asserted during her on-air 

banter about Free Energy, “they’ve got local roots” (March 31, 2010). While such a band 

does pose the question of if a musician or band can be considered “local” after they have 

moved elsewhere to pursue their musical career, it also suggests that there is a deep 

interplay with Minnesota musicians across the country. This interplay was also reflected 

in discussions about Mike Doughty, a musician from New York, and Andrew Bird, a 

musician from Chicago, both whom have collaborated with musicians in the Twin Cities. 

While Abney stated on-air, “Doughty has a longstanding relationship with the Twin 

Cities and the Current,” Campbell and Dosh discussed his partnership with Bird on 

several pieces of music (March 28, 2010; March 31, 2010).  
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Interviewees suggested that those who work in the local music scene strongly 

support the station as well. In comparison to areas in which there is no airplay for local 

bands, the Current is one way for local acts to showcase their music. Kelley says, “local 

bands are really thankful that their music has a home on the FM dial.” Gleason also 

stressed how the station is unique in that it has “close relationships” with many local 

artists. In one of the Fox videos on the Current’s Fifth Anniversary, Matt Wilson, a 

musician in the local band The Twilight Hours, made the connection to their band’s 

success and the station’s support clear. He says that the station’s “willingness to play 

local songs is about the only way…you’ll know about us.” He also refers to the station as 

a “god send and a miracle for Minneapolis,” further highlighting his admiration for the 

role of the station in the area (Five Years of the Current). The Local Show closed with an 

invite to local musicians, Campbell rounding out the show with, “bands, if you have 

something you want us to hear, send it to this address or drop us an email,” suggesting 

that the Current is a friendly, inviting supporter of local musicians (March 28, 2010). 

While the station is “always trying to expand exposure” to local acts, current 

methods of doing so include playing local songs on air (as well as reserving Friday’s 

“song of the day,” a song that is sent out to about 10,000 subscribers for free, for a local 

act), promoting local shows, archiving local interview and performances on the website 

and The Local Show (Gleason, Tracy). Further support of the music highlighted on the 

station was reflected on the website, where on the home page, a streaming playlist of the 

current on-air programming lists the artist and song title, along with the option to link to 

Amazon.com to purchase the song. Local music played was given this treatment, as well 
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as often being identified with being “local,” in the on-air banter or by being introduced 

with the station’s “More Local Music” pre-recorded promo. 

In addition to the interplay between on-air programming and website, the 

Current’s website has a local components that are solely internet-based as well. New 

features including “Minnesota Music,” a discussion board in which fans and musicians 

can contribute to the “conversation” about local music, and “Minnewiki,” the Minnesota 

Music Encyclopedia, a feature modeled after Wikipedia in which people can post 

information about local musicians, venues and resources. Another future possibility for 

increasing local support on the station’s website includes a local music stream that 

listeners could access through the website. (Gleason, Tracy). 

The Current and Twin Cities’ Night Life: “Bigger, stronger and healthier” 

A major component of the Current’s support of the Twin Cities music culture is 

through its promotion and sponsorship of concerts (of local, national, and international 

acts) and events. In addition to promoting individual band’s concerts, the station has 

sponsored larger, multi-act events including Rock the Garden, a summer concert 

featuring local and national bands, and an “Anniversary Show” to celebrate the station’s 

fifth year on the air. The Current also sponsors local, non-concert related events such as 

Rock the Cradle, a music event aimed at children. 

In addition to the Current’s larger events, there was a significant amount of local 

concert promotion during the programming analysis, in terms of sponsorship, on-air 

promotion (i.e. mentions of concerts) and ticket giveaways. Outside of The Local Show, a 

total of twenty-one shows were announced, either sponsored by the station with First 

Avenue, a local concert venue, or promoted with information about the show date and 
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venue. Out of these twenty-one shows, seven were concerts featuring local acts, 

resulting in a third local concert promotion. In addition to on-air announcements, six of 

the shows included “ticket giveaways,” with two of these giveaways being for local acts, 

mimicking, again, one third of the data being local.  

While the remaining two-third of concert promotion did not include local 

musicians, such promotion may, as Johnson and Tracy suggest, add to the overall culture 

of the Twin Cities in that touring bands aid in the success of local venues and strengthen 

interest in music locally. Tracy connects the decision of which local concerts to promote 

with a conscious decision to support the cultural environment of the area, as selection is 

made with “an objective of reflecting the vibrancy of our local scene and creating a 

platform to make for it to be even bigger, stronger and healthier.” While Tracy states that 

“We aim to actively support and promote the music of local artists” he also states “we 

also aim to help GROW (sic) the already strong artistic health of the Twin Cities by 

creating a strong base of interest in new and interesting artists.” The interest in such acts 

Tracy sees as beneficial to the listeners of the station and the national acts themselves as 

he believes that in cultivating such an interest, more acts will elect to make the Twin 

Cities a stop on their tour dates.  

The Current and Other Local Media: “Keeping up with what’s on the local scene’s 

radar” 

The role of local media in the Current’s support of, and connection to, the local 

music scene was clearly reflected in an analysis of local media sources. The nature of 

such a connection was usually in terms of airplay or promotion of a local event (both 
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showcasing local bands and not), though a few articles connected the Current’s support 

of a local act to album sales (specifically sales at local record stores) or promotion.  

Table Four: Breakdown of Local Media Articles16 

TELEVISION # Local 

Connection 

Airplay Albums Events 

featuring 

Local 

Acts 

Events 

NOT 

featuring 

Local 

Acts 

Logistics Non-local 

programming 

other 

WCCO (CBS) 5 4 — — 1 1 2 1 — 

KARE 11 

(NBC) 

4 3 2 2 — — — — 1 

FOX 9 4 4 3 — 1 — — — — 

KSTP (ABC) 0 — — — — — — — — 

PBS/TPT 0 — — — — — — — — 

PRINT          

City Pages 8 8 8 1 1 1 1 — 1 

Star Tribune 7 5 3 — 4 1 1 1 — 

Pioneer Press 2 1 — — — 1 1 — — 

Onion/A.V. 

Club 

16 12 9 1 2 — — 2 3 

Total 46 37 25 4 9 4 5 4 4 

 

Not only did a high percentage (80%) of the articles connect the station to the 

local music scene, there were also instances in which the articles outwardly praised the 

station for its support of local music. For instance, in an Onion A.V. Club article, after 

acknowledging the importance of independent radio stations such as KFAI and Radio, 

                                                
16 Some articles included material that fell under several of the categories and were counted as such. 
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Bahn asserts, “it's undeniable that the Twin Cities' music scene got a big boost when 

Minnesota Public Radio launched its indie-rock arm, The Current, five years ago” (“Solid 

Gold, P.O.S., Mason Jennings to Play Current’s Fifth-Anniversary Party Jan. 29”).  

A few articles, including three videos from Fox 9 about the Current’s Five Year 

Anniversary, placed the station as an integral part of the local music scene. In the videos, 

M.A. Rosko, the reporter for Fox, states that Current is “part of [the] local music scene,” 

while Jim McGuinn, the program director who is interviewed discusses how the fans, the 

press and the station itself have all had an hand in supporting the local scene through “an 

amazing relationship we have all kind of fostered together” (Staying Current for Five 

Years). 

Local media sources not only focused on the Current as key part of their 

discussions about local music, they also utilized material directly from the station to 

supplement their articles. One example of this was how four out of the nine “local 

airplay” Onion A.V. Club articles had video of in-studio performances at the Current 

imbedded in the actual articles.  

While local media sources reflected the Current as a major supporter and part of 

the local music scene, the DJs utilize other Twin Cities media sources to choose local 

shows and events to promote as well. “The Gig List,” handpicked by Johnson, is based 

off of the local media he reads about what shows are happening around town. Kelley 

asserts that in deciding what local music and events to promote, the station looks to a 

variety of sources that reflect what events are happening around the region. She states, 

“we try to keep up with what’s on the local scene’s radar, what would appeal to the 

listeners, what new things we’re excited about.”  
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The Current is for (Music) Lovers: “We love and support what our fellow musicians 

do” 

Inherent in the Current’s financial model is its reliance on direct listener support. 

Several of the interviewees suggested that one reason why the station has been so 

successful is that the Twin Cities has a strong base of “music lovers.” Interviewees 

suggested that the strong support of music lovers in the Twin Cities is reflected in the 

scene itself (Tracy, Kelley). As Tracy states, “we love and support what our fellow 

musicians do, and that’s what makes the area one of most vibrant scenes in the country.” 

The programming of the Current centers around the conception of the station’s listeners 

as music lovers, as Tracy asserts that it aims at “an intelligent, musically curious fan.” 

Gleason suggests that the station is unique in that it is “built more on psychographic 

tendencies (i.e., indie rock fans) than demographics,” indicating that the centrality of 

music fandom is key to how the station conceives of its listeners.  

 Audience feedback is a major component in decisions regarding programming as 

Johnson and Kelley assert. According to Tracy, unlike commercial stations where 

“listeners are simply one variable in a dehumanized business equation,” the station, like 

other public radio stations, “feel[s] a sense of responsibility” to serve their listeners.  

 There are several ways that listeners contribute to the station (beyond financial 

contributions), both in terms of programming and website feathers. As previously 

mentioned, there are several ways for listeners to get “involved” through the Current’s 

website. In particular, programming features that allow listeners to submit requests and 

votes for their favorite songs include “My Three Songs,” a weekday feature in which a 

listener requests a three song set; “Radio Free Current,” a completely listener-requested 
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programming block from 7 to 11 p.m. every Saturday evening; “9:30 Coffee Break,” 

where early morning DJs Jill Riley and Steve Seel pick a “theme” around which listeners 

can request songs every weekday morning; and the “Chart Show,” a weekly countdown 

of the top 20 songs as voted on by listeners.   

Previously mentioned online features like the Minnewiki and the MN Music 

discussion board further encourage music fans to join into the conversation, particularly 

in terms of local music. The website is also a venue in which the station is able to get 

feedback from their listeners. Kelley and Johnson stress that the website allows not just 

for a one way flow of information from the station to the listeners, but actually results in 

an “exchange of ideas” while making “interaction with them more creative.”  

This thesis’ examination of the content of The Local Show suggested that this was 

another instance in which the audience is conceived as being involved, or heavily 

invested, in the local music scene, as well as musicians themselves. In addition to the call 

for band’s to submit their music to the show, Campbell also encouraged listeners to “get 

involved” in the local music scene by directing them to Everest’s website “to learn about 

stuff that is going on around town, things you get can involved in” (March 28, 2010). The 

sponsors of the show (including City Sound, a rehearsal space, and Noiseland, a company 

that specializes in CD manufacturing), were also targeting people making music in the 

area again suggesting the audience is made up of local musicians as well as their fans and 

local music lovers. The show can then be seen not only as a venue for local music play, 

but also as a vehicle for pushing those involved in music (or those wishing to be) in their 

creative production. This finding suggests the Current’s Local Show is simultaneously 
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supporting and building the scene, while also feeding into local fans’ knowledge and 

support of the scene. 

The Nostalgic Current: “They ‘couldn’t live without’ us” 

While there was the sense that the Current plays a central role in a larger Twin 

Cities’ feedback loop of cultural production and support, there was also the sense that the 

station plays a role that many, as Klinenberg (2007) suggests, believe radio did in the 

past.  

The overwhelming support of listeners and their excitement about the station and 

its events harkens back to a time when, as Kelley states, “radio used to excite the 

listener.” Tracy suggests that the support of listeners has been very strong, pointing to the 

fact that “they profess that they ‘couldn’t live without’ us.” According to Johnson, even 

though the website provides “free” content, and there is no obligation for listeners to 

contribute, they are still willing to support the station financially, a fact that surprised 

many. He states:  

The reaction from our audience has stunned everyone. The conventional wisdom 
was that the audience for a station like this would not pay for it in significant 
numbers. 

 
The recent success of the Current’s Five Year Anniversary show was also 

reflected in many of the interviews as an example of how listeners “love” the station. Not 

only was the show, which highlighted a variety of local acts, sold out the 1,500-person-

capacity First Avenue, but it did so within a very short period of time—8,000 people tried 

to get the 1,500 tickets the moment they were on sale. Gleason, in discussing the event, 

suggests that the show was also a major success in that it wasn’t about “us,” meaning the 
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Current, but was actually a celebration of “the music scene,” again, suggesting the 

station’s role in a larger cultural framework.  

Many of the interviewees suggested that the deep history of Twin Cities music 

both underlie the success of the modern music scene, as well as the station itself -- again 

sentimentally idealizing earlier times in the era of radio and a bygone Twin Cities music 

scene in which Prince and the Replacements performed regularly on the First Avenue 

stage. A sense of nostalgia was also seen in the fact that 70% of the music is handpicked 

by the DJs themselves, much like the early days of radio. It is worth noting, however, that 

not only are the DJs picking the music but that they “aren’t just trained voices, but 

knowledgeable musicheads (sic)” (Kelley). Such knowledge and love for music is then 

reflected in the programming choices that the DJs make. The task of picking the songs to 

fill out their playlists is usually accomplished by a mix of “the familiar, new discoveries, 

local music and core influences we value” (Kelley).  

On-air banter, The Local Show, and the continuous reiteration by its directors and 

DJs that the station’s programming includes musical influences, further reflect the idea 

that those who work at the station are knowledgeable, music fans. It is not uncommon for 

a DJ to profess his or her love for a band or song, as Seel and Riley both raved about the 

band Mumford and Sons, going as far to label it as the “band of the year” (April 1, 2010). 

In addition to extensive discussion about specific bands and their music, DJs offer 

broader music news and information. Mary Lucia shared the run-down of artists 

performing a major international concerts while Jill Riley announced “today in music 

history,” complete with snippets about Marvin Gaye being shot to death by his father and 
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Billy Idol pleading no contest to punching a woman in the face (March 29, 2010; April 

1, 2010). 

Local media sources furthered the idea that the DJs are music fans as much as any 

music fan in the Twin Cities may be. In an interview with Mary Lucia, one of the “most 

recognizable voices,” at the Current, Bahn states: 

Mary Lucia17 embodies the station's approach—freewheeling and affably 
conversational, she's clearly a fan of music, and as enthusiastic about turning her 
listeners on to something new and great as she'd be with a close friend.  

 
Some of the DJs of the Current have such a respect for listeners that they have 

become “stars” of the music scene itself. Gleason asserts that the fact that the “hosts are 

well respected in the music community,” which is positive both in terms of earning 

listener and musician’s admiration. As previously mentioned, several of the station’s DJs 

have also earned awards, including four Best FM DJ nods from The City Pages. This is 

also seen throughout articles in the local media analysis and is reflected, rather tongue 

and cheekily, in Molly Priesmeyer’s article “Stuff White Minnesotans Like.” Out of 10 

items, Mark Wheat, the weekday evening DJ, lists as number two. Preismeyer identifies 

Wheat’s “heavy dose of music geekery” as just one of the reasons why white 

Minnesotans love him so. Of course, though her article is clearly humorous (she ends her 

bit on Wheat stating, “if this guy isn’t white enough for you, might we suggest a move to 

Finland?”), it does hint at exclusion in terms of what the station’s target audience is.  

The clearest example of how the Current reflects locality also recalls the pre-

deregulation days of radio—the fact that the facility is actually located in downtown 

Saint Paul, with “DJ’s who live and breathe in the Twin Cities” (Kelley). While in the 

                                                
17 It is worth noting that not only is Lucia a music fan, but she is also the sister of Paul Westerberg, one of the members 
of the popular, and influential, Twin Cities band The Replacements. 
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past, geography was a main indicator of a radio station’s locality, as was previously 

explored in chapter one, many radio stations across the country are no longer rooted to 

their localities even geographically, nor are the on-air personalities even in the city or 

town they are talking to over the air (Hilliard & Keith, 2005; Klinenberg, 2007).  This 

connection further cements the legitimacy of those who work at the station, as they are 

able to discuss elements of the region that listeners are familiar with, such as when Wheat 

discussed Minneapolis’ status as a “bike-friendly” city during his program (April 5, 

2010). 
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Chapter Four: 

Culture is NOT Ordinary: The Current as Professional Experts 
 

While the first strand of findings in this examination suggested that the station 

and its practitioners act as part of a larger feedback loop of cultural creation and 

promotion in the Twin Cities, the second suggests that rather than being part of a circular, 

mutually beneficial process, the Current’s influence on local culture is much more “top 

down” than grassroots-generated or even cyclical. While DJs may certainly be “stars” 

within the Twin Cities, their legitimacy also stems from their positions as “experts” in 

music, suggesting a role that is less co-dependent on other aspects of the area’s music 

scene. 

At the same time, there is a certain professionalism that stems from the station’s 

reliance on listener support. As practitioners repeatedly expressed in their interviews, a 

“balance” of eclectic and “accessible” programming is necessary in order to be 

successful. This balance affects the sort of local music that is played and supported by the 

station, as high levels of professionalism were still maintained in order to appeal to a 

large number of listeners. This finding then suggests that without a certain adherence to 

professional norms and standards, the station would not be nearly as successful as it is. It 

is then possible that the larger nationalized professional norms of radio have an effect on 

local cultural production, as the larger tastes and standards of professionalism dictate the 

local music supported by the station.  

The Current as “Critical Curator” 

The idea that the station shapes its programming off of a certain level of “quality” 

ran through many of the interviews. The “quality” programming is decided, however, by 
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those who work at the station—who are not just fans of music, but professional 

experts. While Gleason sees the practitioners of the station as having a role as “critical 

curators,” pointing to his conception of any radio station as acting as a “cultural filter,” he 

also outlines the guiding mission of the Current as “enriching the cultural lives of the 

community, supporting the local cultural community and fostering it.” While the 

Current’s practitioners believe they have a clear role in the health of the Twin Cities’ 

cultural landscape, such statements such as Gleason’s also suggests that they have a role 

in weeding out “bad” music from the “good,” a role that is rooted in the DJs and 

director’s musical expertise.  

Those who work that the station have extensive experience in music and radio. 

The interviewees have all devoted their lives to working in the music industry, in various 

capacities—while Gleason has worked in “every possible aspect of music and radio” 

including working at record stores, interning at record labels, booking shows, playing in 

bands, Tracy has worked in public radio since 1991. Lucia, Campbell, and Wheat have all 

worked at other radio stations in the Twin Cities, with Lucia and Campbell having hosted 

local music programs in the past. The ages of the staff are closer to the station’s median 

listener age, further suggesting experience as well as a deeper understanding of their 

listeners. 

The expertise of the Current practitioners was also reflected in the extensive 

music knowledge that the DJs presented in their online banter, as well as in their 

interviews. The station is clearly run by people who know a great deal about music—on a 

local level as well as a national and international level. Dave Campbell, the host of The 
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Local Show, is particularly known for his extensive knowledge of Twin Cities music, 

as outlined in this Onion A.V. Club article:  

Even if you're on a real-name basis with P.O.S., know every note of The 
Replacements' catalog, and sport a First Avenue T-shirt that's worn down to bare 
threads, then it's a safe bet that Dave Campbell knows more about Minneapolis 
music than you do. The Twin Cities native has held down gigs in almost every 
corner of the local music biz: working at indie retail landmark Electric Fetus, 
showcasing bands on the 2024 Records imprint, curating and promoting live 
shows, and even taking the stage himself with acts including E.L.nO. and 
Accident Clearinghouse. On top of all that, he's become more widely known as a 
radio host: He spent eight years on KQRS's now-defunct Homegrown, and he's 
about to jump into a new gig as the host of 89.3 FM The Current's The Local 
Show (taking over for Chris Roberts). (Diers) 

 

The knowledge and expertise of the Current staff translated into an educational 

role in which they were informing listeners of what music they deemed as “quality.” The 

sample showed that, throughout the week, DJs engaged in banter that directly promoted 

the music played as almost every song and its artists were identified. This further 

suggests that the station’s on-air practices aim to educate its listeners on the music they 

are listening to, ultimately providing necessary information for the audience to support 

the musical artist (through album or song sales or concert going).  

Scholtes in his City Pages article “Local Music Yearbook ’05,” makes a clear 

case for airplay equating to record sales for local bands when he states, “within weeks [of 

the launch of the Current], ‘anything on the Current’ becomes a hot seller a local record 

stores, including the Minnesota music championed by longtime local radio personalities 

Mark Wheat and Mary Lucia.” Such a statement suggests that beyond sales at local 

record stores, the Current staff’s tastes dictate what music becomes popular.  
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A connection between the Current’s playing certain bands’ music and the 

bands’ success can be inferred.  As was noted earlier in the broadcast content analysis of 

the Current, Riley and Seel had professed their “love” for the band Mumford and Sons 

during their on-air banter. In an interview, Gleason notes that 10% of the band’s 

nationwide record sales were in Minnesota. The band’s record company, he says, “was 

freaking out that one percent of the population nationally did this,” tying the album’s 

sales directly to the Current DJs professing their love for the album. Gleason also points 

to the local band Solid Gold as a Current “success story.” While the band initially 

“couldn’t sell out First Ave.,” a year of four of their songs being heavily rotated on the 

Current and the band has “gotten press all over the world and tours nationally.”  

Kelley also echoes the positive impact of the Current on the cultural life of the 

Twin Cities. She argues that not only has the station impacted “local music venues,” but 

that it has actually pushed “competing radio stations” to include more diverse acts in their 

summer music festivals and events, suggesting a direct push to grow the cultural capacity 

of radio stations in the area. 

“Quality” Culture: Professionalism Norms and Accessible Programming 

While the “unique market” of the Twin Cities in its support of the arts certainly 

plays into the success of the station for those who work at it, the Current’s directors 

acknowledge that the specific formatting choices and online personalities have a hand in 

contributing to the station’s success. In fact, Johnson argues that since the majority of the 

music played on the Current is not local, much of the station’s formula for success lies in 

formatting and the DJs personalities, suggesting that the role of quality and musical 

expertise trump a larger connection to the uniqueness of the Twin Cities. In particular, 
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Tracy attributes the station’s “mix of music both familiar and unfamiliar, heavily 

rotated and almost never repeated” to the success of the station, mirroring the importance 

of not just the station’s connection to the local, but also its resistance against 

homogenized programming that so many radio reformers rally against.  

At the same time, the station’s insistence on “quality” programming suggests that 

the Current, unlike most community or college radio stations, exhibits a level of 

professionalism in order to maintain its listenership. The Current may operate under a 

different model than many commercial radio stations, but it is important to recognize that 

it is still beholden to some of the same standards.  

Serving the Audience: “A conundrum that all stations wrestle with” 

The unique positioning of the Current as a public radio station clearly affects the 

programming of the station, as reliance on listener support means that the station needs to 

provide a product that its audience will be willing to financially support. Such a reliance 

also means that the station must provide a product that appeals to a large enough 

audience to maintain its operation. As Kelley points out, “since this is public radio we 

can take more chances and risks, as long as we have members to support what we are 

doing.” She also points out that no matter what the financial model of a radio station is 

(be it public or commercial), “it still takes money and an audience to sustain a radio 

station.”  

In contrast to Clear Channel’s conception of their listeners as an audience to sell 

their advertisers, those who work at the Current clearly conceive of their relationship to 

their listeners as being one of serving them. Kelley notes that, “the Current isn’t here to 

satisfy advertisers or corporate giants.” Gleason was adamant that the “cultural” role of 
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the station guides the programming decisions, as opposed to commercial radio station’s 

focus on making “profit.” He did acknowledge, however, that he would “love to have a 

bigger audience but so that the cultural programming can impact more people.”  

It was clear in interviewing those who worked at the Current that their focus is on 

“innovation” and “quality,” rather than “the bottom line,” and “ratings and ad sales,” has 

led to the station’s success (Kelley). In discussions about how the programming of the 

station is decided, interviewees suggested that the idea of “balance” was important—a 

balance between creating playlists that were at once distinct and different enough from 

most radio stations to satisfy music lovers, while also luring in listeners that might be 

more familiar with mainstream radio. The “key” to success, Kelley states, is “balance in 

your programming. You want to appeal to your core listeners, but also be accessible to 

the general public.” 

The interviews conducted for this thesis reflected how the station has struggled 

with the formation of such a product. While Tracy argues that feedback from listeners 

allows the station to have a better understanding of how to best serve its audience, 

feedback in itself is not enough to determine how successful the station is in doing so. He 

states that such feedback is “always anecdotal and can never truly be scientific.” For this 

reason, the Current, like other public radio stations, supplements its listener feedback 

with the same ratings as those used by commercial stations. According to Tracy: 

How to determine exactly WHAT (sic) the majority of a station’s listeners would 
prefer to hear…[is] a conundrum that all stations, public or commercial, wrestle 
with ever day. 
 
Since the station’s conception five years ago, interviewees noted some negotiation 

with finding the proper balance that would serve what the radio practitioners saw as the 
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cultural function of the station and what would attract listeners. Tracy recounts how, in 

2007, their management responded to declining audience numbers by bringing in “a radio 

consultant.” His recommendations mirrored the practices that media reformists decry—

“significantly increase the repetition in our main artists and cut down the variety.” While 

such a move “saddened many on the staff, it did result in the stopping of losses in our 

audience.” Between this shift and the hire of Jim McGuinn as the station’s second 

programming director, there is the sense that the station has figured out its balance 

between “the severe eclecticism of 2005 and the ultra-streamlined programming of 

2007/2008” (Tracy). Johnson also acknowledges that, “we have become a little less 

eclectic and more easily approachable for the casual listener who’s used to mainstream 

commercial radio.”  

It is also worth noting that not only must the station adhere to certain levels of 

professionalism and accessible programming in order to appeal to a large audience, but it 

must also have a listener base that is able to provide financial support. Gleason points out 

that if the station aimed for a younger audience, it would “have trouble” in fundraising, 

while Tracy states that the station’s model would be more likely to succeed in a market 

that has a large population of “college-educated professionals.” Both comments suggest 

that, like commercial stations, there is a specific audience that is more “appealing” for the 

station to aim to attract. It is difficult to determine, however, if it is the particular 

audience of the Current, the station itself, or a combination of both, that contribute to the 

success of the station.  

Shaping Local Culture: “Is it best to play the best of the local bands to a wide audience 

or to play all the local bands to a small audience?” 
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As previously discussed, interviews, other local media, and airplay indicated 

that the Current does indeed support local music. When examining this support, however, 

it became clear that the station’s standards of “quality” and “professionalism” played into 

which local music was promoted, suggesting that such standards have a role in shaping 

the local scene.  

The balance of local music included in playlists is rather formulaic, indicating an 

adherence to professional standards. Typically, a week’s local rotation consists of 15 

songs, with each song receiving two to four spins per week (Gleason points out, however, 

that they are usually played “in the night or over night”). The Current playlist (the songs 

which DJs pick their selections around, that are played once a day or more) consists of 

about 80 artists, of which one to two of these songs will be by local acts (Gleason).  

The selection process of local music that makes the airwaves suggests attention to 

listener preference, over-all quality and historical understandings. In terms of how local 

music is picked for station airplay, Tracy outlines the specific format hierarchy:  

First: play the new local music of high quality that is having the biggest most 
significant impact on our local scene. Second: support our local selections with a 
broad swatch of examples form what’s been significant over the past several 
decades Third: round out those two categories with artists who are currently 
making significant contributions but perhaps not on the scale of category #1…and 
finally, fill in with artists form past decades who’s contributions haven’t been as 
impactful but who nevertheless have been a part of the scene and have made great 
music. 

 
Though there is little in the previous quote that indicates an adherence to genre, 

Gleason acknowledges that the local music promoted by the station is not reflective “the 

entirety of all the musicians in the Twin Cities,” as previously discussed. While there are 

genres that not are promoted, such as country and metal, Gleason argues that, “within the 
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context of what we play, it is a wide range for a rock station.” One indicator of how 

“wide” of a range the Current’s local music support spans is its inclusion of hip-hop. 

Gleason identifies the hip-hop the station plays as being a defining element between it 

and its “older” AAA contemporaries, the station itself falls heavily on rock music. Tracy 

also acknowledges that a significant shift in programming over the past five years has 

been the increased inclusion of hip-hop, reflecting, perhaps, the Twin Cities’ strong hip-

hop scene. The genres highlighted by the station are ones (in this case, limited to rock and 

some hip-hop) that programmers feel will appeal to their listeners, particularly younger 

listeners. It is worth noting, however, that these programming choices are made not to 

create an audience for advertisers, but to serve the interests of the listeners themselves.  

Beyond the question of genres, there is also a line of quality that local music must 

cross in order to get airplay. While the station receives music from more than 1,000 local 

artists each year, this selection is pared down to 450 local groups and artists that are 

heard on the airwaves. Through this selection process, Gleason hopes to ensure the 

quality of the music played on the station, while pushing local artists -- even ones not 

played on the Current  -- to utilize the station’s feedback in creating higher quality music. 

Such a statement is a clear reflection of how the station’s standards may dictate music 

production on a local level. 

There was also the sense that in holding local acts to the same standards as 

national and international acts, local musicians would benefit by boosting their 

credibility. Johnson states, “playing only local artists does them a disservice, you’re 

implying that you’re only playing them because they are local. Playing them along side 
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major, well known musicians from all over the world reflects well upon them. They 

can literally stand up to comparison.” 

As scholars have suggested, it appears as though localism in the Current’s 

practices is not an end in itself. Instead, it is one part of the formula that the station 

utilizes to create a platform to increase an interest and dedication to music in their 

listeners. While Gleason and Tracy were dubious that there would be much of a audience 

for an “all local” radio station—in fact all of the interviewees expressed doubts of such a 

station being able to survive, particularly on the level that the Current operates—Gleason 

also stated that people in general think that it is “cool” that the station gives local acts 

exposure, even if they don’t necessarily support the acts by attending their shows or 

purchasing their albums.  

Creating programming that will appeal to a large audience can also benefit local 

musicians. As Kelley says, “we’re giving [local] artists exposure to an audience that may 

never discover them without The Current.” Kelley points out that the early days of the 

station, where “it was kind of a free for all,” may have actually done artists a disservice 

as “I’m not sure we were doing a lot of artists credit by underexposing their music.” 

Gleason also suggests that in creating programming that appeals to a larger audience, 

local artists benefit. He asks, “is it best to play the best of the local bands to a wide 

audience or to play all the local bands to a small audience?” This conception reflects how 

the station privileges quality over quantity, if only to appeal to a larger audience. 

Appeal to a larger audience through “quality” and “accessible” programming is a 

major indicator of which local acts are promoted by the station. At times, even the 

Current’s “expert” opinions don’t always translate into airplay. One example noted by the 
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programmers is the local psychedelic rock band, Daughters of the Sun. While both 

Gleason and Campbell express favorable opinions about the band, the band itself has not 

received much airplay on the station—none in the week sample (Diers). This discrepancy 

might reflect a number of different issues—the fact that that band itself may not create 

music that is considered “radio friendly,” and accessible to the larger Current audience, 

or perhaps it is “too far outside” of the broad “rock” genre the Current focuses its 

programming around (for example, its songs are often far longer than the songs played on 

the Current and commercial radio). Such an example is reflective of how, in creating a 

“balance” of interesting and accessible music, the Current’s adherence to quality and 

professional norms affects the promotion of local music.  
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Chapter Five: Conclusions, Future Directions and Implications  

In examining the Current and how it reflects locality in its support of the Twin 

Cities music scene, it was clear that the station did, indeed, have a significant local 

component, both in terms of its actual programming and the way that local media sources 

and the practitioners viewed the station. This local component, however, was also offset 

by a more complicated process in which the station acts as a “critical curator,” while 

adhering to professional norms to maintain its audience. Quality and accessible 

programming are important indicators of the station’s support of local music, suggesting 

that professional standards may play a role in shaping the Twin Cities local music 

culture.  

Such an adherence to professional norms and standards poses an interesting 

questions in regards to local culture production—is it better, as those working at the 

Current suggested, to expand a musical act’s audience by imposing such norms on the 

creation of their cultural products? Doing so may be a major component in such an act 

“breaking out” of the local scene. On the other hand, does forcing bands to conform to 

certain standards do the uniqueness of local culture a disservice (or even, as scholars 

suggest, squash innovation in musical production)? It appears that there is room within 

the large, diverse Twin Cities local music scene for such a push to benefit some local 

acts, while being less suited to benefit others.  

It is also worth noting that while the interviewee’s expressed a strong belief in the 

station’s reflection of the Twin Cities local music culture’s “uniqueness,” there is, as 

previously mentioned, an element of exclusion inherent in the Current’s programming. 

While there is an element of “gender balance” in terms of the station’s practitioners, all 
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the DJs (with the exception of Kevin Beacham, the host for the hip-hop program, 

Redefinition Radio) are white. Even with the inclusion of hip-hop, the station does not 

appear to reflect the actual diversity of the Twin Cities in its programming, while local 

media’s conception of its listeners, as suggested in the aforementioned article “Stuff 

White Minnesotans Like,” is stereotypical of public radio listeners—fairly affluent, 

college-educated and white. 

 While the examination did appear to position the Current as reflecting local 

culture on some level, the station’s position in the larger feedback loop of cultural 

production in the Twin Cities poses the question of its exact role in the loop. While Carey 

(1989) argues that media constructs reality, it is important to question whether or not the 

strong local music scene exists primarily due to its promotion of local media sources 

(including the Current), or if the station is able to be so successful, in part, due to the fact 

that it is based in an area of a strong arts and music culture. Gleason even acknowledges 

the difficulty in pinpointing where and when local cultural creation starts, as he says, “it’s 

sort of the chicken and the egg dilemma—the music is good, this is an outlet to get it out, 

but where does it start?” Regardless of where it starts, the success of the Current seems to 

suggest that the station both benefits from, and supports, the local music culture of the 

Twin Cities. 

 The tension between the two strands of findings, however, suggest several 

implications in terms of locality and its role in radio and cultural production. In returning 

to discussions that pit globalization and professionalism against a glorification of local 

culture, this case study of the Current seems to suggest that there should be a balance 

between the two. While there are some aspects of professional norms that may benefit 
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radio stations in terms of being accessible to a large number of listeners, the inclusion 

and reflection of local culture in the station’s programming and positioning also suggests 

that there is a clear benefit in doing so—both to the station itself and the local music 

scene (including musicians, fans, venues, other local media and record stores).   

Future directions: The audience 

 This examination of the Current looked primarily at the gatekeepers within a 

particular medium who arguably are able to exert a great deal of influence on a particular 

audience through their programming choices. While this study did examine the role of 

production in how the Current reflects locality, a major direction for further study would 

be looking at the audience of the station and how their interactions with the Current affect 

their relationships with the local music scene. Indeed, this examination is limited in that 

assertions of the Current’s support of local music are based upon media sources 

(including the Current’s itself), a fact that, given the possibility of media merely creating 

this representation (as opposed to existing in actuality), should be questioned. An 

audience study, perhaps through interviews, would be an indicator of how accurate these 

mediated representations are.  

 

Implications 

 While it is important to acknowledge the exclusion of certain kinds of 

programming and audiences inherent in the Current’s set-up, it is also worth noting that 

the station, specifically as seen in this examination’s programming analysis, plays a much 

wider range of music than what is usually found on the FM dial—including a rather 

sizable amount of local music. The variation and amount of music, in addition to the 
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“excitement” the station seems to create in the Twin Cities area, suggest that the model 

of the Current is one that can, as Kelley suggests, bring excitement back to radio.  

 In an age where terrestrial radio is under threat by both large media 

conglomerations and new technological advances, the Current may be a model that 

counters such competition, while bringing elements of localism back to radio. Though the 

station has never been able to garner the audience shares that other Twin Cities’ “rock” 

stations have, it does appear to have made an impact on the Twin Cities’ cultural scene, 

suggesting that its role in the region is more significant than ratings. At the same time, the 

station has been “successful” in terms of other comparable public radio stations, 

indicating that a measure of professional techniques combined with a strong cultural 

presence may be the reason for the Current’s success.  

 While not every area in the United States has as strong as a local music culture as 

the Twin Cities, the Current may be a model for other public radio stations in comparable 

areas. While scholars argue that the homogenization of commercial radio threatens music 

innovation, the Current’s apparent position in aiding in the health of the Twin Cities 

music scene suggests that in adopting its model to other areas, regional music scenes will 

have a better chance of thriving, as well as influencing other pockets of music production 

across the country.  

 There is a certain reliance on audience numbers that does shape the Current’s 

programming, but it seems clear that having a goal beyond simple profit has a positive 

effect in terms of the actual function of the station. At the same time, the station’s 

adherence to professional standards makes the programming accessible to more people, a 

problem that has often plagued community and college radio stations. The station’s direct 
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reliance on its listeners, as opposed to advertisers, combined with a genuine interest in, 

and love for, music and professional standards may just be what saves radio.  
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